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Executive Summary
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) is a topic that is widely discussed in the academic world, in the
corporate world, and in the news. RFID, which is a technology that allows for physical object
identification through the use of radio waves, is seen as a possible successor of the barcode and will
consequently be applied to every single consumer product. However with the rise of RFID
implementations also the security and the privacy aspects of this technology are being questioned
and debated more. Although the costs of RFID has just reached a point where it becomes interesting
to invest in RFID, the vulnerability of RFID and the objection of customers to buy consumer products
that include non-protected RFID is holding organizations back from investing in this promising
technology. This situation is the trigger to perform this research.
As part of a qualitative research, from which this report is a result, in a time period of eight months
an extensive literature study has been performed, as well as explorative interviews and validation
interviews with security, RFID, and business model experts. The research scope, which has been
defined to RFID security and privacy for consumer product supply chains, is approached from both a
scientific as well as a business perspective. This is done by providing the reader with an overview of
the most important RFID security and privacy threats and protection capabilities, a way to assess and
improve organization’s RFID security and privacy implementations, and an estimation of the
probable RFID developments in the future. These objectives have been realized by creating three
deliverables which each answer one of the sub research questions of the research project and
together answer the main research question.
The first deliverable is a classification of a selection of the most important RFID security and privacy
threats as well as a classification of the protection capabilities that can counter these threats. By
linking these two classifications an overview is created of which protection capability can counter or
prevent one or more threats. Additionally the RFID security and privacy threats are linked to the
well-known CIA triad. From a scientific perspective these classifications provide a clear and
structured overview of current developments in RFID security and privacy, but from a business
perspective it allows organizations to perform a RFID risk assessment. For the second deliverable a
RFID security and privacy maturity model (S&PMM) is created by combining Governance, Risk, and
Compliance (GRC) management processes with the maturity levels of the capability maturity model
integrated (CMMI). This maturity model is a scientific contribution because it is the first maturity
model specified for RFID security and privacy in consumer product supply chains. From a business
perspective the maturity model will allow organizations to assess and improve the security and
privacy levels of RFID implementations. Finally the third deliverable is a RFID development roadmap
which provides an overview of the present, near future, and future developments of the use of RFID,
RFID technology, RFID security and privacy, and RFID threats. Scientifically the roadmap aims to
motivate new research in the field of promising RFID developments and from the business
perspective the roadmap can be used as a way to prepare the organization for new developments.
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Glossary
Backend

The backend is the part of a RFID system that stores or processes the data
it receives from the RFID readers.

CIA triad

The CIA triad is popular model used in security which addresses the three
most important parts regarding information or assets: Confidentiality,
Integrity, and Availability.

CMMI

Capability Maturity Model Integrated. CMMI is a model that was originally
developed for software engineering which uses five maturity stages to
indicate the level of process maturity of an organization.

Consumer Product

A product that is designed, produced, and sold for personal or households
consumption or for use of non-business purposes.

Cryptography

It is the practice of hiding information by using mathematics, computer
science or engineering.

GRC

Governance, Risk, and Compliance. GRC is an umbrella term used to
describe the activities involved in organizational approach across these
three organizational areas.

IS

Information Systems. IS is the discipline that is concerned with the
activities that are involved in handling information and the associated
technologies.

IT

Information Technology. IT is involved with the handling of computer
based information systems; In particular computer software and
hardware.

KPI

Key Performance Indicator. KPI’s are used by organizations to measure the
performance of a particular activity in which it is engaged.

Maturity Model

A set of structured levels that describe how well activities or processes of
an organization are organized; The maturity model can be used as a
benchmark or as an aid for understanding organizational performance.

Privacy

The ability to seclude information from becoming exposed to others than
to who the information belongs to.

Protection Capability

A way to protect information or assets from being harmed by one or more
threats.

Reader

A part of the RFID system. The reader wirelessly receives and transmits
data from and to the tag, and also to the backend.

RFID

Radio Frequency Identification. RFID is the use of an object (tag) that is
attached to a person, animal, or physical object in order to indentify or
track by using radio waves.
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Security

The process of providing or improving the protection against damage to
assets.

Supply Chain

Everything and everybody that is involved in the process of moving a
product or service from supplier to customer.

S&PMM

Security & Privacy Maturity Model. S&PMM is a deliverable of this
research that is created to allow organizations to assess and improve the
processes involved in RFID security and privacy.

Tag

A part of the RFID system. A tag is attached to an object, person or animal,
from which it wirelessly transmits and receives data to and from the
reader.

Taxonomy

A way of classifying concepts.

Threat

The intention to inflict harm or loss to a person or organization.
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1 Research Introduction
This report is the result of the master thesis research performed by the researcher for the Master’s
program Business Informatics (MBI) at the Institute Information and Computer Science (ICS) of
University Utrecht (UU). The objective of this thesis is to inform the readers on the performed
research by explaining the reasons that led to this research, introducing the research goals and
questions, explain how the research was executed, providing the necessary theoretical background
and the created deliverables that are derived from it, which will answer the research questions.
The research project is performed in collaboration with Accenture B.V., The Netherlands. Accenture
is a global management consulting, technology consulting and technology outsourcing company. The
research was executed within the Accenture Technology Consulting (ATC) group, during a timeframe
of eight months, under the supervision of the Network Enabled Solutions (NES) department.
This chapter will introduce the research. The first part will describe the research trigger, followed by
the research questions. Next the scope of the research is explained and finally an overview of the
structure of the rest of the report will be given.

1.1 Research Trigger
Physical object identification has become increasingly important as trade and transport markets
have grown. Simple labels that were used to identify packages needed to be replaced as the volume
and variety of trade goods exploded in the 20th century. Especially companies involved in consumer
goods began to suffer from the increase in trade and transportation costs. More efficient means of
automatically identifying (auto-ID) products were required (Weis, 2003). The first automatic
identifier for products, which is still used on a large scale today, was the barcode. Over the years
various barcode forms were developed to increase the efficiency of the product trade. Barcodes
however have their flaws, such as the need to align the barcode with the scanner. Better auto-ID
systems have therefore been in continuous development. A well-known auto-ID system that lacks
the before mentioned flaws is based on Radio Frequency Identification (Weis, 2003).
Duc et al. (2006) state that Radio Frequency Identification technology is envisioned as a replacement
for Barcode counterpart and expected to be massively deployed in the coming years. RFID is
currently being deployed for various applications and scenarios, for example, asset tracking,
monitoring supply chain management, automated payment, physical access control, counterfeit
prevention, and smart homes and offices. A very promising application for RFID is in the supply chain
management (Karthikeyan & Nesterenko, 2005; Thornton et al., 2006). The RFID technology will be
implemented in company products to improve the efficiency of the supply chain. For example by:
asset tracking or inventory control.
Security and privacy in RFID is however gaining significant importance (Viehland & Wong, 2007).
Because RFID is wireless system without any standard security controls, tags can be read, modified,
manipulated, or disabled without physical, and therefore noticeable, contact. A recent example is
the breach in security of the ‘OV-chipkaart’, the Dutch RFID public transit card, by the University of
Amsterdam (Siekerman & van der Schee, 2007). Companies that produce, transport, or sell
consumer goods, using RFID in the process, are also vulnerable to these security breaches.
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The companies within a consumer products supply chain that use RFID in their processes would like
to protect their data. At the same time, most of the customers receiving the products that still have
RFID embedded in them will want their privacy to be protected before they are willing to buy these
RFID carrying products (Cap Gemini, 2005). Possible or perceived consumer privacy RFID threats
come from retailers, governments and criminals, using RFID technology to secretly monitor an
individual’s habits, behavior, and movements (Langheinrich, RFID and Privacy, 2007). Developing
and standardizing RFID security and privacy before RFID is going to be implemented on a large scale
within supply chains is therefore of high priority.
To counter these RFID threats, new security protocols and technologies are being developed.
Companies within a supply chain that plan to implement, or already have implemented RFID
technology lack an overview or standard to implement these new security and privacy possibilities.
The official problem statement for this thesis is:
“How can RFID be implemented in a consumer product supply chain while assuring security
for the companies and privacy for their customers?”

1.2 Research Questions
From the research trigger the following main research question can be derived:

RQ: Why do companies within a consumer product supply chain have to protect themselves and
their customers from RFID security and privacy threats and how can this be achieved?
The main research question is divided into three different sub questions that help to answer the
main research question:

1. What threats do exist for RFID in consumer product supply chains and how
can they best be countered?
In order to create an overview of the most important RFID threats for organizations within a
consumer products supply chain, a selection is made by using a matrix to rank the most frequently
observed RFID threats within scientific literature. In a similar way a selection of the RFID protection
capabilities will have to be created. To create a list of selected threats and protection useful as a
decision support tool the two lists will be set up as taxonomies (classifications) with links between
the two, indicating which threat can be countered by which protection capability. The designed
taxonomies and the links are to be validated by experts.

2. How can consumer product supply chain companies RFID security and
privacy processes be evaluated and possible improvements be determined?
“In an immature organization, there is no objective basis for judging product quality or for solving
product or process problems.” (Paulk et al, 1993) In order to develop a standard for consumer
product supply chain companies on which their RFID security and privacy implementations can be
qualified and improvements can be determined, a RFID security and privacy maturity model
(S&PMM) is created. Five maturity stages will be used and linked to important security and privacy
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process dimensions that are related with RFID. The requirements described within the S&PMM are
based on literature and expert interviews. Finally the created maturity model will also be validated
by experts.

3. What can be expected from future developments in RFID security and privacy
in consumer product supply chains?
In order for companies to stay effective in their struggle for security and privacy future
developments of RFID security and privacy will be presented in a roadmap. This roadmap will be
based on literature and expert opinions. This roadmap might also encourage future scientific
research. The roadmap, which is mostly based on speculation, will not be validated.

1.3 Research Scope
RFID security and privacy covers a broad spectrum of applicability: wireless communication between
tag and reader, communication between reader and back-end, and the back-end itself. Regular
information technology (IT) security will however be able to already minimize RFID threats on the
latter two areas. Within this research the created taxonomies and the roadmap will be focused on
the wireless communication between the tag and reader. The size of the taxonomy will be
determined by the frequency of citation in the academic literature on the various threats and
protection capabilities. The capability maturity model will focus on the full spectrum of RFID security
and privacy applicability.
Companies are eager to improve their supply chain processes on a pallet or case level. Their ideal
situation would however be on product level (Angeles, 2005; Asif & Mandviwalla, 2005; Intermec,
2007). Consumers express their worries on this matter, as they prefer not to carry active tags around
that are vulnerable for abuse (Spiekerman, 2008; Cap Gemini, 2005). The companies however are
also in danger of security breaches by using RFID in their organizational processes (Gao et al., 2004).
In order to include customer privacy in this research as well as the security issues of companies, this
research will be aimed at consumer product supply chains. Within this consumer product supply
chain the following areas are defined: manufacturer, distributer, retailer and consumer.
Validation respondent selection will depend on the deliverable that needs to be validated. The
taxonomies and the links between them will need to be validated by experts on the field of IT
security and experts on RFID or RFID security and privacy. Respondents for the CMM will be selected
on their knowledge of similar models and how to apply these. IT security experts will also be asked
to give an opinion on the model.

1.4 Research Layout
This thesis will have the following structure:
Chapter 1 is the introduction to the thesis. Within this chapter the reader is familiarized with the
reason of the research and the goals of the thesis, how and within what scope this thesis is initiated.
Finally an outline of the research will be presented.
Chapter 2 will elaborate on the methodologies that are used to perform this research project.
Chapter 3 will focus on the theoretical part of this research. RFID, consumer product supply chains,
security and privacy, and their relation to each other will be described.
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Chapter 4 contains the final version of the first artifact which is an answer to the first sub research
question. A very detailed literature study on the chosen RFID threats and protection capabilities is
shown. Finally these RFID threats and protection capabilities are linked to each other, as well as the
RFID threats to the CIA model.
Chapter 5 will present a validation of the first artifact that is described in chapter 4. Opinions of RFID
and security experts are presented and decisions based on those opinions are explained.
Chapter 6 holds the final version of the second artifact which is an answer to the second sub
research question. The second artifact is a RFID security and privacy maturity model (S&PMM) for
consumer product supply chains. The theoretical foundation, the model itself and a description on
how to use the model will be presented.
Chapter 7 will provide a validation of the second artifact. Again expert opinions are presented and
the decisions made to alter the model are explained.
Chapter 8 contains the third deliverable which will answer the third sub research question. The
deliverable is a roadmap of estimated future developments in RFID in relation to consumer product
supply chains based on scientific literature, expert interviews, and business reports and websites.
Chapter 9 will present the final conclusion of this research project as well as a discussion and ideas
for future research.
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2 Research Methodology
This chapter will describe the methodologies that are used to support the research process. The first
part is about design science. The next part of this chapter is about the activities that take place
within this project.

2.1 Design Science Research
Hevner et al. (2004) state that Design Science, which is part of the Information Systems research
cycle, creates and evaluates Information Technology artifacts. These artifacts are intellectual as well
as computational tools, in the form of constructs, models, methods or instantiations, to help with
problem solving and extend organizational capabilities in unique or more efficient ways (March &
Smith, 1995; Hevner et al., 2004). This research will develop two of such artifacts. The first is the
RFID threat and protection taxonomies and the second is the RFID security and privacy capability
maturity model for consumer product supply chains. The seven guidelines of Hevner et al. (2004) are
all applicable to the two artifacts; therefore we can define this research as design science:
1. Design as an artifact; the taxonomies will be developed to assist in the risk assessment process,
the maturity model is an instrument designed to measure company process maturity.
2. Problem relevance; mapping the RFID threats and protection capabilities, and standardizing RFID
security and privacy processes relevant to the consumer product supply chain sector.
3. Design evaluation; using experts to evaluate and validate the designed artifacts.
4. Research contribution; linking threats and protection and developing a security and privacy
measurement standard for the consumer product supply chain sector.
5. Research Rigor; extensive literature study and explorative interviews to identify relevant research
information.
6. Design as a search progress; review of existing maturity models and evaluating their utility for the
maturity model artifact that is going to be designed.
7. Communication of research; the findings will be of interest to security practitioners as well as
researchers and distributed by publishing this thesis as well as a paper.
Also created during the research project, by request from Accenture, is the RFID security and privacy
development roadmap. This model is however not applicable to the seven guidelines and therefore
not part of the design science research. It will nonetheless still be created and included within this
research as it will give companies and researchers an overview of the probable future developments
within RFID security and privacy. In table 1 the characteristics of a design research are summarized
as well as the design research characteristics of this research, indicating how this research project is
related to design science research.
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Research
Strategy

Goal

Approach

Data-Type

Analysis

In general

Design

Innovation,
Improve

Investigate,
apply, create,
invent

Models,
prototype,
feedback

Empirical
validation

This
research
project

Design

Innovation

Investigate,
create & invent

Models

Expert
validation

Table 1: Design Science Research (Van de Wijngaert, 2008)

Finally in order to use the design science research strategy successfully through the whole project,
the research project makes use of the five design science research phases as described by Takeda et
al. (1990). The five iterative phases include problem awareness, suggestion, development,
evaluation, and conclusion. In section 2.3 these the project activities are mapped to these five
phases.

2.2 Qualitative Research
RFID in itself is a topic that has been described extensively in the scientific literature. Non
mathematical scientific literature about RFID security and privacy is unfortunately limited. In order
to gather the latest usable information for this research project the Qualitative research strategy by
Van de Wijngaert (2008) is used in combination with the design science research as described by
Hevner et al. (2004).
Qualitative research in this research project is used to gather information about current and future
RFID security and privacy developments but also its relation to the business, consumer product
supply chains in particular. The qualitative information gathering approaches that are used are
scientific and business literature and explorative interviews with business and academic experts. All
these sources combined are used to create: the data with which the RFID security and privacy
taxonomies are developed, to construct the foundation of the Security and Privacy Maturity Model,
and to gather the input for the RFID Security and Privacy Roadmap. In order to validate the research,
which is expected within a design science research (Hevner et al. 2004), the qualitative analysis of
expert validation is used. Experts with knowledge on the subject of the designed artifacts are
interviewed and asked to give constructive criticism and points for improvement on the artifacts.
Through several of these interviews a final version of an artifact is created. In table 2 the
characteristics of Qualitative Research according to Van de Wijngaert (2008) are described, as well as
the qualitative characteristics of this research, indicating how this research project is related to
qualitative research.
Research
Strategy

In general

Qualitative

This
research
project

Qualitative

Goal
Explore. What is
X? What does X
mean?
Interpretation
and Induction.
How to secure
RFID? What are
possible future
developments?

Approach

Data-Type

Analysis

Texts, photo’s,
observations,
interviews.
Flexible, fast.

Qualitative and
quantitative
data on one
particular case.

Qualitative
methods, group,
compare,
cluster.

Literature &
interviews

Qualitative data

Expert
interviews

Table 2: Qualitative Research (Van de Wijngaert, 2008)
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2.3 Project Activities
The five phases as described by Takeda et al. (1990) are used as guidance throughout the project.
The following eight sections provide an overview on the performed activities during this research
project from start to finish. These activities are first summarized and mapped in Takeda et al. (1990)
design science research methodology in figure 1 below.
Knowledge
Flows

Research
Phases

Outputs

Awareness of Problem

Proposal

- Research
Proposal

Suggestion

Tentative Design

- Literature Study
-Explorative
Interviews

Circumscription

Thesis
Deliverables

- RFID security &
Privacy
Taxonomies
- RFID Security &
Privacy Maturity
Model

Development

Artifacts

Evaluation

Performance Measures

- Expert
Validation(s)

Conclusion

Results

- Thesis
- Scientific Paper
- Presentation

Circumscription

Operation and Goal Knowledge

Figure 1: Research Project shown in Design Science Research Methodology

2.3.1 Develop Research Proposal
Literature, ideas, brainstorm sessions and other reference materials have been combined to create
an initial thesis proposal which is approved by the thesis committee of Utrecht University. The
document needed feedback from the supervisor(s) before the project could be started. The final
proposal, which was approved by all supervisors, contains the research questions, objectives,
strategies and schedules for the thesis project.
2.3.2 Literature Research & Explorative Interviews
RFID security and privacy, consumer product supply chains, and maturity model subjects have been
extensively described in the academic and business world. In order to gain enough insight to create
the deliverables of this research project, information from journals, papers, magazines, blogs and
books is gathered. In addition to the information gathered on paper, information will also be
gathered by interviewing RFID and security experts. The gathered data will be analyzed and used for
the creation of the artifacts.
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2.3.3 Develop Taxonomies
With the gathered information about RFID security and privacy, a selection is made of the most
important threats and protection capabilities that can have an impact on a consumer product supply
chain. This selection is done by building a matrix in which the threats and protection capabilities are
tagged for each academic paper that has been gathered. The most frequently named threats and
protection capabilities will be used in this project and are extensively described in chapter 4. From
the selection of threats a single taxonomy will be created. The same will be done for the selection of
the protection capabilities. Additionally a classification of the threats in relation to IT security CIA
model will be created; this will help in the risk assessment process. Finally links will be created
between the two taxonomies, indicating which protection capability is able to counter which threat.
The selections, their relation and the link between threat and protection will later be validated by
experts.
2.3.4 Validate Taxonomies
Eight experts in the field of RFID and security were asked to fill in a questionnaire with which they
were able to form an opinion on the created Taxonomies from a business perspective. Their opinions
have resulted in some minor modification to the taxonomies.
2.3.5 Develop Maturity Model
The information gathered on maturity models, Governance, Risk and Compliance (GRC)
Management is the base for the RFID security and privacy maturity model (S&PMM) that will provide
a way to assess and provide improvement ideas for security and privacy processes within consumer
product supply chains. The maturity levels are based on existing maturity models and the
dimensions are derived from GRC Management processes. Finally the requirements that are
described in the maturity model are selected from scientific literature and expert interviews.
2.3.6 Validate Maturity Model
Six security and capability model experts have been interviewed or were asked to fill in a
questionnaire which allowed these experts to give an opinion on the created maturity model. Their
opinions on the construction of the model eventually lead to the final version of the model.
2.3.7 Develop Roadmap
The roadmap for future RFID developments is created by gathering assumptions made in scientific
literature, by experts and business websites.
2.3.8 Finalize Thesis Project
The thesis project is finalized by developing the final thesis document and a scientific paper based on
the thesis project. Both are requirements to finalize the Master of Business Informatics program.
The thesis document will provide an overview of the steps taken during the research project, which
can then be assessed by the supervisors of the researcher. The paper, of which the supervisors of
the research project are co-authors, will be submitted for publication.
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3 RFID: Radio Frequency Identification
This chapter will elaborate on the aspects of radio frequency identification (RFID) that are important
to this research. The aspects that will be elaborated on in this chapter are ordered in the following
way: The history of RFID, a general explanation on how RFID works, a more detailed explanation of
how RFID tags and RFID readers work, application examples of RFID, an elaboration on consumer
products supply chains in relation to RFID, and finally the security and privacy issues of RFID.

3.1 History of RFID
RFID-like technology dates back to the 1940’s when the British Air Force used RFID-like technology in
World War II to distinguish enemy and friendly aircraft. This radio technology was called Identify
Friend or Foe (IFF). In principal this is not a correct name because the technology was only able to
identify allied airplanes (Asif & Mandviwalla, 2005). One of the earliest papers exploring RFID is the
landmark paper by Harry Stockman called: ‘Communication by Means of Reflected Power’’ which
was published in 1948 (Roberts, 2006). Stockman’s prediction that a lot of time would be required
before RFID-like technologies could be realized and be used as an application was correct. Thirty
years would pass before the necessary technical developments had taken place in order create
successful applications: the transistor, the integrated circuit, the microprocessor, development of
communication networks, and changes in ways of doing business (Landt, 2005). Mario Cardullo's U.S.
Patent 3,713,148 in 1973 for a passive radio transponder with memory was the first true ancestor of
modern RFID. But the first patent to be associated with RFID was Charles Walton U.S. Patent
4,384,288 in 1983 (Govada et al., 2008). The following years have made RFID unrecognizable with its
predecessors. The development of the RFID tags continued due to the demand of the U.S.
government for tracking nuclear materials. This first introduced automatic gateways responding to
transmitters in trucks. Another major development was the tagging of livestock which resulted in the
use of large numbers of RFID tags. Over the years several frequencies in the radio spectrum have
been claimed for the use of RFID communication, ranging from LF (low frequency) to UHF (ultra high
frequency).

Figure 2: Various RFID tags

The decrease in RFID tag size, but more importantly the decrease in costs over the last few years
have made RFID a technology that companies are starting to look into in a more serious way. Figure
2 shows several types of RFID tags that can be applied to products. The size of the tags shown in
figure 2, vary from the size of a button to an a4 sized paper. Right now the RFID development is at a
point where large scale implementation is possible and RFID is already being implemented in various
industries and organizations worldwide. One of the largest implementers of RFID right now is the
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world largest department store: Wal-Mart, which has ordered its top 600 suppliers to equip all
pallets with RFID tags. RFID tagged animals are already very common in the live stock sector, but it is
also used to track pets. Other examples of applications for RFID are library books, employee access
badges, and automatic for public transportation (Rieback et al., 2006; Siekerman & van der Schee,
2007).

3.2 How RFID works
RFID systems generally include tags, readers, and a server which holds the software to process the
data into useable information (Intermec, 2007). The tags, also known as ‘transponders’ are small
radio transmitting and receiving devices which are attached to objects, animals, or people that need
to be identified and tracked. Readers can be mobile or fixed units that are used to interrogate the
tags. The reader sends out a radio signal with a certain frequency that is received by all tags present
within the radio field tuned to the specific frequency. Tags receive the radio signal via their antennas
and respond by transmitting the data that is stored on their microchip. These tags are called passive
tags (Weis, 2003; Juels, 2006; Intermec, 2007).

Figure 3: Schematic overview of how RFID works

Another possibility, with a different type of tag, is that the active tag that continuously transmits its
own data. This information will then be captured by a reader when the tag is within the
communication range of that reader. The data that is received by the readers will then be passed on
to the dedicated software, also known as ‘middleware’ or ‘back-end’, which will process the data.
This is illustrated in figure 3. It is also possible to (over-)write new data onto to the RFID tags
depending on whether the tags are read-only or read-write, the latter one being able to write new
data. The readers will then send the data, again using radio waves, to the tags where the old data is
overwritten with the new data. This will allow a tag to be re-used multiple times (Want, 2006; Juels,
2005). The communication between tag and reader can happen without any line of sight. The radio
waves can pass through various objects, including stone or brick walls, allowing for a great variation
in the placement of tags and readers. Some radio frequencies used in RFID are however very
susceptible to deflection when used near metal or water. Use of RFID near those sources could
therefore be problematic. New developments seem to have overcome that problem (Juels, 2006).
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3.3 RFID Tags
RFID tags come in different shapes and sizes, each suited for different types of applications. Each tag
mainly consists out of a microchip which stores and computes information, and a radio antenna
which sends and receives the information. Tags also vary greatly in performance, for example the
communication range, memory, power requirements, but also the ability to read and/or write (Juels,
2006; Intermec, 2007). RFID tags can be divided into three main categories, namely: active tags,
passive tags and semi-passive tags. Each of these has its own uses, advantages, and disadvantages.
Several of the different tag specifications are summarized in table 3.

Tag Type

Active

Passive

Semi-Passive

Energy
Source

Battery

Resonant Circuit

Battery &
Resonant Circuit

Up to 10 meters or
more
Limited to the
battery life, up to
10 years

Up to 3 meters

Up to 10 meters

Very high, ideally
does not expire
unless damaged

Limited to the
battery life, up to
5 years

64b up to 128kb

32b up to 1kb

64b up to 128kb

Tag Size

Expensive, up to
several dollars per
piece
Large

Frequencies

HF, Microwave

Cheap, in large
amounts only a
few dollar cents
(Very) small
LF, HF, UHF,
Microwave

Expensive, up to
ten dollars per
piece
Large
LF, HF, UHF,
Microwave

Range
Shelf Life
Data
Storage
Cost

Table 3: RFID tag specifications

3.3.1 Active Tags
Active RFID tags are equipped with a battery. The battery delivers the power to the RFID tag to
ensure it can compute the information it receives and is able to broadcast its data. The use of a
battery places a limit on the life of the device, although with current battery technology this may be
as much as 10 years (Roberts, 2006). Active tags have the farthest communication range of the three
RFID tag categories and also have the largest amount of free space for data writing and, security and
privacy calculations. Active tags are typically expensive, costing around twenty dollars per piece. The
batteries will have to be replaced once in a while to prevent outages, which will increase the costs.
The active RFID tags are also usually much larger than the passive or semi-passive tags. An example
of active RFID tag use is in the electronic toll business where cars are equipped with RFID
transponders. A person would be automatically billed when driving over a toll road or entering a
secured parking lot (Rieback et al., 2006).
3.3.2 Passive Tags
Passive RFID tags do not contain a battery or other power source. The Passive RFID tag contains a
resonant circuit capable of absorbing power which is transmitted from the reader’s antenna
(Thornton et al., 2006). Without a battery a passive tag can function up to twenty years or more and
is much less expensive to produce. Passive tags with some data storage currently cost between 5
and 10 US dollar cents per piece if ordered in large quantities, exceeding a million pieces (Roberts,
2006). Another advantage of passive RFID tags, besides the low costs, is the small size and
robustness. The disadvantages however are the limited data storage capability and the shorter read
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range. Passive RFID tags are the most widely used RFID tag. It is for example used on pallets and
boxes within a supply chain where up to hundred thousands of tags are needed. These tags are
powered up and interrogated when they pass a certain point in the supply chain where readers are
strategically located. They are also widely used for asset tracking.
3.3.3 Semi-Passive Tags
Semi-passive tags are tags where the battery runs the chip’s circuitry but the device communicates
by drawing power from the reader just as a passive tag would (Roberts, 2006). Semi-passive tags
have a life time of approximately five years and cost a few dollars to build. The tag’s circuitry, which
is powered by the battery, allows the tag to extend the tag signal range or perform other functions
such as monitoring the environmental conditions (temperature, movement, etc.). Semi-passive RFID
tags are faster in response than passive RFID tags and therefore stronger in reading ratio. They are
however larger in size than the passive RFID tags. An example of where semi-passive RFID tags can
be found is within the high value goods sector, where the conditions of these goods need to be
constantly monitored, such as the temperature of meat and vegetables.

3.4 RFID Readers
A reader is a device that reads or interrogates the tags. In reading, the signal is sent out continually
by the (active) tag and the reader just listens whereas in interrogation, the reader sends a signal to
the (passive) tag and listens (Asif & Mandviwalla, 2005). The radio waves
sent from the RFID tag will be converted to data by the reader and then
transferred to the computers which can analyze and process the
information with their dedicated software. The RFID tags and RFID readers
communicate at various frequencies. Higher-frequency tags can be read
from longer distances but they require more energy output from the
readers or battery power (Angeles, 2005). Ultra-high frequency readers for
example, can read tags from 10 meters or more. Unlike the name suggests
RFID readers do not only read the RFID tags, but can also write information Figure 4: A portable RFID
to the tag if the specific tag is designed for it. This allows for a RFID tag to be reader
reused on multiple objects it can be attached to. RFID devices allow
pronounced flexibility for placement because unlike bar-code readers, direct line of sight is not a
requirement and read ranges can be extensive. For example, readers can be installed under floors
and mounted on ceilings (Intermec, 2007). Another possibility for the placement of RFID readers is
on vehicles or forklifts, allowing the readers to be mobile and covering a larger area. Mobile
handheld readers, shown in figure 4, are also an option.

3.5 Applications of RFID
3.5.1 RFID across Industries
RFID technology is applied in various organizational fields and with a variety of purposes. The main
reason of organizations to deploy RFID is to allow for identification, authentication, location, or
automatic data acquisition (Asif & Mandviwalla, 2005). Identification by RFID is used for some while
in the livestock sector to identify the various animals on the farm. Cows are tagged (in their ear) to
check their location or the last time they were milked. An example of authentication through RFID is
access control. Access control is used for securing physical locations. Organizations use credit card
sized access cards which can be swiped in front of a reader near a door to allow the system to
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authenticate the person with the card and grant possible access to the physical area. In Legoland, an
amusement park in Denmark, RFID technology is used to determine the location of the RFID tag.
Wristbands equipped with RFID tags are distributed to children to allow the parents to receive the
location of their child in the case they have been separated (Riebeck et al., 2006). Automatic data
acquisition is for example used in major athletic events. RFID tags are then attached to the shoes of
the athlete to allow for accurate timing (Asif & Mandviwalla, 2005). Another application of RFID for
automatic data acquisition is automatic payment. Electronic toll collecting is an example of
automatic payment. Toll lanes are equipped with RFID readers, as shown in figure 5, and cars have
RFID transponders attached to their windshield or license plate. If a car passes through the toll lane
the antennas of the reader will read the transponder attached to the car and automatically deducts
the owed amount from a prepaid account of the owner of the car (Rieback et al., 2006).

Figure 5: RFID equipped toll booths (Karygiannis et al., 2007)

A number of other uses of RFID are: car keys for opening doors, tags in library books for automatic in
and out checking, tags in medication packages to track expiration dates and counter theft, and tags
in passports and banknotes to check for authenticity.
3.5.2 RFID in Supply Chains
RFID is currently already used within supply chains on pallets and boxes to allow for inventory
control. If however the tags are placed at a product level, meaning that every consumer product has
its own individual tag, a lot more possibilities for consumer product supply chains would rise.
Applying RFID technology on product level is seen as a possible replacement for the barcodes
(Karthikeyan & Nesterenko, 2005; Thornton, et al., 2006; Juban & Wyld, 2004). This replacement is
seen as the next step in automatically identifying (Auto-ID) products (Weis, 2003). Asset
management, production tracking, and return & recall management would benefit greatly from the
use of RFID on product level. Examples of those benefits are: improved supply chain efficiency,
reduce out-of-stock levels, improved after-sales planning, improved recycling operations, and
reduced product shrinkage thanks to better delivery control and improved anti-theft (Chen, 2008;
Intermec, 2007; Accenture, 2002). These benefits will lead to a decrease in organizational costs. A
RFID enabled supply chain in one sense will, for first time, allow information and product flows to
inter-relate as the “product” moves through raw material, manufacturing, distribution, retailing,
consumption, waste, and even recycling (Asif & Mandviwalla, 2005). The stages from manufacturing,
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distribution, retailing and consumption will in this research be combined in the term ‘consumer
product supply chains’, a more detailed description of this can be found in chapter 3.6.
In table 4 an overview is presented on the advantages and disadvantages between the two Auto-ID
technologies: current barcode technology and RFID technology on product level.
Barcode



Advantages

Disadvantages










Low cost
Mature technology
and broad adoption
Many automated
solutions available

Requires line of sight
Individual reading
Low durability
Minimum
information
No possibilities to
update
Manual handling

RFID











Line of sight not
required
Bigger information
storage
Read and writeable
Multiple tags read
Long life and durable
Automatic systems
Higher cost
Immature technology
Performance can be
impaired

Table 4: Barcode specifications vs. RFID tag specifications (Chen, 2008; Juban & Wyld, 2004)

Walmart is the world largest chain of department stores and also one of the first organizations to
force its main suppliers to apply RFID, at pallet level, on such a large scale. Walmart’s RFID strategy
leader estimates that, if RFID is to push back the loss of sale due to inventory problems, Walmart
could gain 287 million dollars per year (Chen Y. , 2008). With the steadily decrease in RFID costs, the
time is almost here that more organizations will start implementing RFID within their supply chain
(Karthikeyan & Nesterenko, 2005; Thornton et al., 2006).

3.6 Consumer Product Supply Chain
According to Chopra & Meindl (2004) a supply chain consists of all parties involved, directly or
indirectly, in fulfilling a customer request. Within this research project a focus is made on a supply
chain specified to products that are made for use by consumers: the consumer product supply chain.
This decision has been made to include customer privacy within the scope of this project.
A supply chain may involve a variety of stages. The five typical supply chain stages defined by Chopra
& Meindl (2004) are:






Component/Raw material suppliers
Manufacturers
Wholesalers/Distributors
Retailers
Customers
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According to Asif & Mandviwalla (2005) these stages can be supported by RFID. Using the term
‘consumer product supply chain’ will therefore in this research refer to these five stages. In each of
these stages RFID can be embedded in an object and therefore require security or privacy
protection. Security and privacy will relate to different stages of the consumer product supply chain.
An explanation of these relations and a detailed description of RFID security and privacy can be
found in chapter 3.7.
In the next sections the five stages of the consumer product supply chain are described in more
detail in relation to this research. Included will be a small example of the use of RFID and a threat to
that use of RFID in the particular stage.
3.6.1 Raw Material
In the raw material stage of the consumer product supply chain, raw material companies obtain
and/or develop materials in a raw form that are later delivered to companies that can use these
materials as an ‘ingredient’ in the manufacturing stage in order to create consumer products.
Examples of raw materials used in the consumer product supply chain are: iron, plastic, chemicals,
vegetables, and animals.
Companies in the raw material stage are known to use RFID transponders on stainless steel carts
that are used to carry material throughout the process facility. The raw materials are able to be
tracked as they travel through the entire plant. This enables the particular company to improve
stock management, increase control over material usage, and improve product-traceability and
reporting (Brewer & Sloan, 1999).
A competitor of a company described in the example, could be interested to disrupt the processes to
gain an advantage. Disrupting the communication between the RFID transponders and readers, by
jamming the RFID reader, could halt the processes for a while. This could inflict a loss of money,
reputation and orders to the company.
3.6.2 Manufacturing
In the manufacturing stage of the consumer product supply chain, manufacturing companies create
products that are eventually to be sold to customers. These products are created with the materials
provided by the companies in the raw material stage. Examples of manufactured consumer products
are: tools, electronics, medicine, and food.
Continuing the example of the raw material stage, a manufacturing plant could use the RFID
transponders which are still attached to the stainless steel carts, which are delivered by the raw
material provider. If the material provider would rather reuse the tags and thus remove them from
the containers, the manufacturing company could apply their own transponders. A manufacturer
could consequently use the transponders to control the preparation process. For example:
movement, weighing, and mixing (Angeles, 2005). Furthermore the RFID transponders also enable
the same advantages as the raw material providers: stock management, increase control over
material usage, and improve product-traceability and reporting (Brewer & Sloan, 1999).
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A competing company of a certain food, drink, or medicine manufacturing could be interested to
know the composition of a certain recipe. By ‘eavesdropping’ on the communication between the
transponders and readers, a competitor could find out the type and the used amount of ingredients
in the recipe.
3.6.3 Distribution
In the distribution stage of the consumer product supply chain, distribution companies are dedicated
to the transport of consumer goods from and to organizations, and the storage of these goods if
necessary. Manufacturers frequently have their goods picked up and stored by distributors, after
which it is brought to a retailer (Thomas & Griffin, 1996). However transportation from
manufacturer directly to retailer is also possible. Using a distribution center will allow a
manufacturer to create or a retailer to have access to large quantities of consumer goods, without
having to own a large and expensive warehouse themselves.
Distribution centers can (re-)use RFID tags on boxes, pallets, containers, products, or even trucks, for
distribution processes and transportation. Distribution processes that can be optimized by use of
RFID are: receiving and check-in, replenishment, and shipping. Transportation could benefit from
product and asset tracking (Angeles, 2005; Brewer & Sloan, 1999).
Consumer goods are that are transported or are stored in containers might be vulnerable for theft. If
containers are equipped with transponders it could even enable a thief to quickly scan (read)
multiple containers for their content and decide which contains the most expensive products to
steal. RFID technology in this case could make steeling more easy and profitable.
3.6.4 Retail
In the retail stage of the consumer product supply chain, retail companies buy consumer products
from the manufacturers and sell those to the consumers in their retail stores or online.
Retail stores can reuse the tags on the delivered goods or (re-)equip the consumer goods with RFID
tags themselves. A RFID enabled retail store is able to more efficiently generate inventory levels and
thus optimize stock levels and replenishment. A new option is to provide consumers with automatic
payment. If a consumer would fill his or her bag with products and pass through a gate, all products
could automatically be scanned and billed to the person, who is carrying a personal tag, walking
through the gate (Waller et al., 1999; Weinstein, 2005).
If products are automatically billed by RFID, a thief could steal products by preventing the reading of
the tag from happening. One way to do this is by hiding the products in a so called ‘faraday cage’
which is a metallic container that blocks radio waves. If a thief is able to put multiple items in this
faraday cage and walk out of the store none of these items would be billed.
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3.6.5 Consumer
In the consumer stage of the consumer product supply chain, consumers buy products from the
retailers. These products can still be equipped with RFID when a consumer leaves the store with the
particular product.
According to a survey by (Cap Gemini, 2005) the top five benefits of RFID use by companies for
consumers are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Faster recovery of stolen items
Improved car anti-theft capabilities
Consumer savings due to decreases in manufacturing and retail costs
Improved security of prescription drugs
Faster, more reliable recalls and improved food safety/quality.

Additionally, automatic billing could increase customer comfort (Weinstein, 2005). A future
possibility is the use of RFID equipped products in the smart home. A microwave could read the RFID
tag and automatically cook it by reading the preparation time of the RFID chip and a smart washing
machine could detect incompatible clothes (white mixed with color) and determine the required
wash settings (Rieback et al, 2005).
Consumers that carry products with embedded active tags are vulnerable to misuse of those tags. An
individual or organization could scan all tags on a particular person. Information that could be
obtained by reading the tags on a person are for example: the lingerie someone is wearing, the
medicines someone is carrying with them, expensive electronics in a person’s bag, or the amount of
money a person has on them. This information can be misused by individuals to find and steal an
object or by organizations to focus unwanted information towards a particular person or to keep an
eye on them by tracking them (Juels, 2006; Langheinrich, 2007).

3.7 RFID Security & Privacy
Each RFID implementation will result into different needs in terms of security and privacy protection.
Organizations will have to assess each and every threat to their RFID system within their own
organization but also for their supply chain partners and customers. Some security or privacy threats
might not have a large impact on a company and can be considered as less dangerous; other attacks
are more likely to happen or are considered more harmful to the organization or an individual. A
successful assessment of these threats will allow for a company to take appropriate precautions to
prevent the most likely and most harmful attacks on their RFID system. Important to realize is that
most RFID threats are still only plausible and have not yet taken place because RFID
implementations are still very rare.
Within this research the words ‘threat’ and ‘protection’ will be used frequently. This research uses
the following definition of ‘threat’ in relation to RFID by Oscarson (2007): “A threat is a potential,
undesirable action or occurrence that can affect the confidentiality, integrity or availability of
information assets negatively.” As a result the used definition of protection is: A countermeasure
that is required to prevent a certain threat from happening.
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3.7.1 RFID Security
The great benefits that RFID technology brings to companies may come at the cost of security and
privacy (Weis, 2003; Ranasinghe et al., 2005). RFID security breaches can lead to loss of system
functionality and operational effectiveness (Stoneburner et al., 2002). Thompson et al. (2006) state
that RFID security issues should be addressed before RFID implementations become universal. But
how secure is an RFID system and what are the current threats and options to counter any security
threats? To answer this question it is first necessary to define ‘security’ in the context of RFID.
Within this research project a clear distinction is made between RFID security and privacy to prevent
any misunderstandings when talking about threats for organizations or for consumers. RFID security
will be solely related to the protection of RFID technology within organizations of the consumer
product supply chains. Privacy, as stated in section 3.6.2, will be focused on protecting RFID
technology once it reaches the last stage of the supply chain to end up in the hands of the consumer.
According to Oscarson (2007) Information systems (IS) security risk is the function of the probability
that an incident will occur and the damage that the incident can cause to information assets.
Information systems security is a state where information assets are confidential, correct and
available (Oscarson, 2007). These three stages relate to the aspects of the CIA triad which is
frequently used within IS security (Stoneburner et al., 2002; Dhillon & Backhouse, 2000). The CIA
triad includes three security goals that are being strived for within the IS security strategy:
confidentiality, integrity and availability (CIA). A more detailed description of the three CIA aspects,
which are also shown in figure 6, can be found in section 3.7.3.

Figure 6: The CIA triad

The different RFID security threats an organization could be facing will need to be assessed before
any countermeasures can be determined. Before a protection capability can be linked to a threat,
the possible, and more importantly, the practical countermeasures for RFID security threats will
have to be assessed as well. These assessments are performed within this research project, and the
same will be done for RFID privacy threat and protection capabilities. Together it will form the first
artifact of this research. In order for an organization to decide which threats it wants to prevent it
will need to know the effects of the particular threats on their organizational assets. Because RFID is
a wireless technology that also is part of IS security, the RFID security and privacy threats will in this
research be linked to the CIA triad. The result of this, which can be seen in section 4.5, will allow an
organization to see which RFID threats will have an impact on a certain aspect of the CIA triad and
therefore on their organization or customer.
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Those involved in information systems security tend to concentrate solely on protecting the data.
When evaluating and implementing security around RFID, it is important to remember that some
physical assets are more important than the actual data. The data may never be affected, even
though the organization could still suffer tremendous loss (Thornton et al, 2006). An example of this
statement is copying the data of a RFID tag attached to an inexpensive product, to the RFID tag
attached to an expensive product. The result would be that the store would lose a lot of money, but
the data within their RFID system is not harmed because the effected tag has left the store with the
product and will not negatively affect the store’s back-end. In relation to the previously defined
security terms, this would be a breach of the integrity of the tag content. This means the CIA triad
can also be used in relation to RFID assets (tags and readers), as well as the data.
RFID security flaws may lead to all sorts of attacks: someone attacking an RFID system may use it to
help steal a single object, while another attack might be used to prevent all sales at a single store or
at a chain of retail stores. An attacker might want misinformation to be placed in a competitor’s
back-end database so that it is rendered useless. Other people may want to outmaneuver physical
access control, while having no interest in the data. According to Thornton et al. (2006) it is
therefore necessary for anyone looking at the security of a RFID system to identify how their assets
are being protected and why they might be targets. Implementing the chosen security measures will
come at a cost. According to Karthikeyan & Nesterenko (2005) all of the good security tools
developed over the last years won’t fit into the hardware that is available on most of the RFID tags.
The scarce computational and storage capabilities limit of the security possibilities. The security
measures that can and will be placed on the tag could use too much of the RFID tag’s processing
power and therefore interfere with the tag’s performance. Finally all these security issues will also
increase the costs of implementing a RFID system. Companies will have to decide for themselves if
the security measures are worth the costs and the possible loss in performance.
The activities of deciding which security measures an organization should take are part of risk
management. Within this research project the security activities are categorized under security risk
management. Security risk management is described in chapter 6. Risk managers are able to
perform most of these activities for RFID security by using the first artifact of this research.
In terms of RFID security, this research project will focus only on the RFID tags, readers and the
communication between them while constructing the first artifact. Conventional IS security is
already able to successfully counter threats to the back-end (Thornton et al., 2006). All aspects of
RFID are considered when constructing the second artifact.
3.7.2 RFID Privacy
The consequences of an organization within a consumer product supply chains deciding to
implement RFID on a product level will be the rise of new possibilities to invade customer privacy.
RFID tags on consumer products can still be attached to the products after the point of purchase and
thus in the possession of the consumer. If no action is taken, the tags will still be active and
vulnerable to misuse. Consumers are very skeptic when it comes to RFID being embedded in the
products they can buy. According to a research performed by Cap Gemini (2005) 45% of the
respondents of their survey stated that they would never shop at a store that still has functional
RFID tags present in the consumer products. Therefore organizations within a consumer product
supply chain, retailers in particular, will need to assess the possibilities of protecting consumer
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privacy before implementing the technology. As is done for RFID security, first a definition of privacy
in relation to RFID needs to be defined.
RFID privacy in this research project will be related to the privacy of consumers. These consumers
have bought products that have gone through the consumer product supply chain and have been
embedded with RFID tags at a particular point in that supply chain. Ranasinghe et al. (2005) and
Ohkubo et al. (2005) have defined the following two privacy criteria for evaluating a RFID system’s
privacy: Anonymity and Unlinkability. Anonymity relates to: not being able to identify certain
products in the possession of a person. This information could be of interest to nosy people, market
researchers or thieves in search of victims. Unlinkability can be explained as: not being able to
correlate one or more tags to a person and therefore being able to track the locations or activities of
a certain person (Ranasinghe et al., 2005; Ohkubo et al., 2005; Weis et al., 2005). Both these criteria
are related to confidentiality, which is part of the CIA triad. Using other aspects in combination with
CIA is believed to be overkill because such terms seem to express different ways to reach and control
the three fundamental principles of the CIA triad (Oscarson, 2007). The CIA triad will therefore also
be used to map the impact of the RFID privacy threats, as well as the security threats.
Just as is the case for implementing security measures on RFID tags, privacy measures that are to be
implemented will not fit into the hardware that is available on most of the RFID tags either. Most of
the security implementations for RFID tags are however also efficient for (partial) protection of
privacy. Additionally there are also privacy protection capabilities that will not require to be
implemented on RFID tags. These options are described in chapter 4. Organizations will have to
decide for themselves if the privacy measures are worth the effort. However in the end they will also
have to take into account the fear, opinion, and pressure of the consumers that will else not buy
their products, or even privacy laws that could force organizations to adopt certain privacy
measures. In the end a proper balance must be struck between protecting consumer privacy and
imposing prohibitive costs on the manufacturers, distributors, and retailers within the consumer
product supply chains (Weis, 2003).
The activities of deciding which privacy measures an organization should take are frequently part of
risk management. Within this research the privacy activities are categorized under privacy risk
management, which is described in chapter 6. Risk managers are able to perform most of these
activities for RFID privacy by using the first artifact of this research.
3.7.3 CIA Triad
Security concerning IT and information is traditionally defined by the following three aspects:
confidentiality, integrity and availability. The three concepts are often referred to as the ‘CIA triad’
(Oscarson, 2007; Dhillon & Backhouse, 2000). The CIA triad is a tool used by risk managers for the
risk management process. If risks are linked to one or more aspects of the CIA triad, risk managers
can decide if that risk is acceptable or needs to be countered. This all depends on how important a
certain aspect of the CIA triad is for the particular organization.
Within IT security the CIA triad covers both security and privacy issues. Confidentiality mainly
focuses on keeping (customer) data private, while integrity and availability focuses on aspects of
organizational security importance. A more detailed description of the three CIA aspects is
presented in the following three sections below and is also illustrated in figure 7.
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The three CIA triad aspects will be used in this research project to map against the defined security
and privacy threats for RFID. This will allow organizations to assess which threats have an effect on
which security or privacy aspect, and decide which threats to counter. The information on how this
threat needs to be countered can be obtained from the first research artifact.

Availability

Authorized
actor or artifact

Integrity

DATA

Confidentiality

Unauthorized
actor or artifact

Unauthorized
actor or artifact

Figure 7: A graphical representation of the CIA triad (Oscarson, 2007)

3.7.3.1 Confidentiality
Confidentiality is the state that information assets are accessible or useable by unauthorized
individuals, entities, or processes. A breach of confidentiality will occur in case an unauthorized
individual, entity or process is able to access the information assets. The results of a breach in
confidentiality could result in a loss of public confidence, embarrassment, or legal action against an
organization (Keemink & Roos, 2008; Oscarson, 2007; Stoneburner et al., 2005).
An example of a breach in confidentiality in context of this research project is: A retail store scanning
a RFID tag attached to a product a customer is carrying. This will allow the store, if the tag is not
protected, to read the tag and determine what kind of products the customer is carrying and then
personalizing commercials or actions to that particular customer.
3.7.3.2 Integrity
Integrity is the property of safeguarding the accuracy and completeness of information assets.
Information assets should not be able to be changed by unauthorized individuals or entities. A loss of
system or data integrity could lead to inaccuracy, fraud, or erroneous decisions. A violation of
integrity may be the first step in a successful attack against system availability or confidentiality
(Keemink & Roos, 2008; Oscarson, 2007; Stoneburner et al., 2005).
An example of a loss of integrity in the scope of this project is: An individual in a retail store copies
the price information of the RFID tag attached to a cheap product and copies it to the RFID tag
attached to an expensive product, where the price information is overwritten. The individual is now
able to buy the previously expensive product for the low price of the cheap product. The retail store
would consequently lose money.
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3.7.3.3 Availability
Availability is the property of information assets being accessible and usable by authorized
individuals and entities. Unauthorized individuals or entities should not be able to prevent
authorized individuals and entities from accessing the required information (Keemink & Roos, 2008;
Oscarson, 2007).
An example of a denial of availability in the scope of this project is: A competitor of a certain
organization blocks the communication between tags and readers by spamming the readers with
request. The processes of the organization will be severely hampered if these are dependent on the
reading of the RFID tags. It could take a while before the source of the problem is found. As a
consequence of the downtime of the processes, the organization could lose a lot of money.
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4 RFID Threats & Protection Capabilities
This chapter will elaborate on the defined threats for RFID tags and readers and the communication
between them within consumer product supply chains. The selection of threats and protection
capabilities is explained in the first section of this chapter. After that each threat will be extensively
described, the countermeasures for each threat will be presented and an example will be given how
this threat could affect an organization or consumer within a consumer product supply chain.
Furthermore all protection capabilities that have already been linked to the RFID threats will be
described in detail. Finally taxonomies of the threats and protection capabilities are created and
linked to each other, as well as to the CIA triad. This chapter forms the first artifact and an answer to
the first sub research question: What threats do exist for RFID in consumer product supply chains and
how can they best be countered? A validation of this artifact is found in chapter 5. How this
deliverable relates to the other deliverables can be found in chapter 6 and 8.

4.1 RFID Threat & Countermeasure Matrix

RFID Threats

Tag Locking

X

Faraday
Cage

X

Blocker Tag

X

2
X
2
1
X X X X 10
X X
3
X X X X 9
1
1
X
2
X

Denial of
Service

X X

Tag Killing

X

Spoofing

X

Data
Tampering

X

Repudiation

X

Information
Disclosure

X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X

X

Total:

Konidala et al.
(2007)
Soon & Tieyan
(2008)
Mitroska et al.
(2009)
Peris-Lopez et al.
(2006)

Spiekerman (2005)

Weis (2003)

Song & Mitchell
(2008)
Rieback et al.
(2005)
Ohkubo et al.
(2005)

Want (2006)

Kim et al. (2006)

Chen & Deng
(2009)
Juels (2005b)
Bailey & Juels
(2006)

Avoine (2005)

Langheinrich
(2009)
Juels (2004)

Weis et al. (2004)

Thompson et
al.(2006)
Juels (2005a)
Rieback et al.
(2006a)

Options

Sitlia et al. (2009)

Author

Gao et al. (2004)
Ranasinghe et al.
(2005)

Shown below in table 5 is the matrix that is used to decide which RFID threats and protection
capabilities to use in the first artifact. On the top of the matrix the authors of a list of scientific
articles are shown. These articles had dedicated sections to RFID threats and/or protection
capabilities. Placed on the left side of the matrix are the RFID threats and protection capabilities that
were encountered in these articles. An ‘x’ has been placed in the corresponding section if an author
mentioned a certain threat or countermeasure. The decision was made to select all RFID protection
capabilities with the exception of the single cited ‘smart tag scheme’. For the RFID threats the
decision has been made to select all the threats with five or more citations, because this way the
best division is made between the lower and higher referred threats. Additionally the threats that
are also mentioned as protection capabilities are included as threats. The selection of threats and an
extensive description of those threats can be found is section 4.2. The protection capabilities,
including an extensive description can be found in section 4.3.
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Table 5: RFID threat and protection selection matrix
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4.2 RFID Threats
In this section the selected RFID threats are presented. Each threat is extensively described. This
includes the possible countermeasures, which are explained in chapter 4.3, and an example in
relation to consumer product supply chains. Table 6 shows an overview of the threats discussed in
this chapter.
Selection of RFID Threats
Eavesdropping – Reading of Data
Eavesdropping – Reading of the Transmission
Spoofing
Denial of Service
Tracking
Cloning
Table 6: A list of the RFID threats in this thesis

4.2.1 Eavesdropping
Eavesdropping, which is also known as ‘skimming’, is the unauthorized listening of the wireless
communication between a RFID tag and reader. With radio receiving equipment one can monitor or
record the data that is being sent back and forth between the tag and reader. Eavesdropping in
general is performed by collecting the raw transmission between the tag and reader of a company.
This way a person could perform industrial espionage by using the data to determine the
communication protocols, encryption, tag data or traffic patterns (Soon & Tieyan, 2008).
Eavesdropping does not alter the received information, nor does it block the information to others,
therefore it has only an impact on the confidentiality of a company. Eavesdropping can happen on
the ‘forward-channel’, or on the ‘backward-channel’. The difference between the two channels is
the direction the data is traveling. In case of the forward-channel, the data is being sent from the
reader to the tag. On the backward-channel the tag sends the data to the reader. Because RFID tags
do not have a lot of power to transmit, especially the passive tags, the range of the backwardchannel is usually very low, up to a few meters. This means that the eavesdropper has to be very
close to the tag to eavesdrop the backward-channel. This scenario is therefore less likely to happen.
The forward-channel is however easier to eavesdrop because the reader transmissions cover a much
larger radius, which could be even kilometers away (Juels, 2006). A graphic representation of the
forward- and backward channel is given in figure 8. Besides the loss of confidentiality another
consequence of eavesdropping is that it enables attackers the option to other kind of threats. Once
certain data is gathered an attacker could clone tags, perform a replay attack, and even track a
specific tag (Rotter, 2008).
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Backward Channel

Forward Channel

Figure 8: Eavesdropping - Forward and Backward Channel (Karygiannis et al., 2007)

A common misunderstanding about eavesdropping during the validation was observed. Therefore
the decision is made to split eavesdropping into two separate segments: ‘reading data’ and ‘reading
the transmission’. The RFID reader connection to the back-end is assumed to be secure in both
cases.
4.2.1.1 Reading of Data
Reading data is relation to eavesdropping is defined as reading the unprotected data that is located
on the tag or being transmitted between the tag and reader.

Countermeasure(s)
Eavesdropping is very difficult to detect. This is because during the eavesdropping there is no signal
being sent by the eavesdropper, only listened to. To make sure that the data that is being
transmitted is not useable for the attacker it is advised to encrypt the data (Mitrokotsa et al., 2008).
The type of encryption that can be used depends on two factors. The first is the preferences of the
company. The use of a specific encryption will have an influence on the performance of the RFID tag
and reader communication speed and therefore the supply chain efficiency. It is thus a challenge to
find the right balance between the speed of the supply chain processes and the expected security
requirements. The second factor is the type of tags that are already being used or going to be used.
This is due to the fact that each type of tag has a different amount of memory available to be used
for company product and security data.

Consumer Product Supply Chain Scenario
Not just companies can be the target of eavesdropping. Most products that are equipped with tags
go through a long chain of different companies; they eventually end up in the hands of the
customer. Customers who are still carrying the tags around are also vulnerable to eavesdropping if
the tags are still functional. An attacker could use eavesdropping to determine what a person is
wearing or carrying on them. This information is private and for a lot of people it is unacceptable if
that information is able to be accessed by anyone else but themselves. This is because the
information could consequently be used by companies to focus and force their commercials on a
specific customer but it could also be valuable if an attacker intends to steal a particular product.
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With the help of a RFID reader a thief could scan a particular area, waiting for a person with the
particular product he is interested in to walk by.
4.2.1.2 Reading of the Transmission
Reading the transmission in relation to eavesdropping is defined as reading of the communication
(which can be encrypted), but not the actual data itself, between tag and reader.

Countermeasure(s)
Preventing eavesdropping, and thus reading transmission or protected data, from happening at all is
possible. The idea is to prevent the radio communication from reaching the eavesdropper. The first
option is called the faraday cage. Radio waves are deflected or absorbed by metal. Therefore by
placing metal within the company walls or around the reader unnecessary radio signal emission
outside the company would be limited (Chen & Deng, 2008). The other option is the RFID Guardian,
by Rieback et al. (2005) and described in section 4.3.1.5, which would provide a protective shield
around the authorized communications.
A more radical approach to stop eavesdropping is to ‘kill’ the tag. By killing the tag it will be
permanently deactivated and rendered useless for post-purchase benefits for companies and
consumers (Koscher et al., 2009). This drastic protection option should therefore not be used by
companies that still need to use the functionality of tags but only to protect consumer privacy after
the point of sale.

Consumer Product Supply Chain Scenario
Taking the same scenario of section 4.2.1.1 but with encrypted tags will still allow for a person or
organization to read the tag that is in possession of the consumer. The data will now be protected so
the item that is being carried by the consumer cannot be identified. However the encrypted
response of the tag is able to be correlated to a particular person or item. This allows for tracking,
which is described in section 4.2.4.
4.2.2 Spoofing
Spoofing is an attack on the communication between tag and reader. Mitrokotsa et al., (2009) stated
that In this type of attacks an adversary impersonates a valid RFID tag to gain its privileges. To
impersonate RFID tags the attackers use special emulating devices with increased functionality to
spoof the RFID tags. To successfully perform a spoofing attack, knowledge about the used protocols
and authentication secrets has to be known in advance. While impersonating a valid RFID tag, the
impersonator can receive and read encrypted messages and also send out false information to the
reader and tag if desired (Konidale et al, 2007; Soon & Tieyan, 2008).A typical man-in-the-middle
type of spoofing attack is shown in figure 9. In this example the reader and tag are protected by a
public key protocol. The attacker with a spoofing device is however aware of this fact and catches
the query for tag information by the reader before it passes this request on to the tag while
pretending to be the reader. The tag will respond by requesting the public key. Next the spoofing
device pretends to be the tag and requests the key from the reader which will respond by sending its
key to the attacker. The spoofing device has now obtained the public key and forwards it the tag
which will send an encrypted message using the reader’s secret key. Now the attacker is able to
decrypt and read the message originally send by the tag and if desired, alter the content of the
message before it re-encrypting it before forwarding it to the reader.
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Figure 9: RFID spoofing

Countermeasure(s)
Spoofing can be prevented by authentication (Ranasinghe et al., 2005; Mitrokotsa et al., 2008). Each
type of authentication scheme has its own advantages and disadvantages. Companies will have to
decide for themselves, with the help of risk management, which scheme suits their business needs
the best. Another, but harder way, would be to block attackers from reaching the back- and forwardchannel. The non-cryptographic options for businesses would be the faraday cage, to block incoming
or outgoing radio signals, or the RFID Guardian which could provide an authentication shield around
the company building or transportation trucks. Using read-only tags would of course prevent the
alteration of tag data by spoofing (Stadlober, 2005).
Consumer would have some other options to protect their tags from being spoofed. Of the proposed
authentication schemes ‘pseudonym throttling’ would be the only option to be used on tags after
point of sale. Blocker tags and the RFID Guardian, carried by the consumer, would provide a shield
against unauthorized users. By killing or sleeping the tag the data would be protected as well. A last
option would be to put the tags in a bag which could function as a faraday cage and completely
block any ingoing or outgoing radio waves.

Consumer Product Supply Chain Scenario
Retailers will probably be in the most danger of a spoofing attack because attackers are here more
likely to get close to the back- and forward-channel of the communication between the RFID tags
and readers. Attackers can also profit a lot from attacking retailers. Thieves could for example lower
the price of an expensive product by rewriting the data on the product’s tag. Rewriting the data of
product tags in a retail store could also be used to disrupt the company’s processes. Both scenarios
would lead to a huge financial loss for that retailer.
4.2.3 Denial of Service
Denial of Service (DOS) attacks are aimed at disrupting the communication between tags and
readers. One way to achieve a denial of service attack is by having multiple tags or specially designed
tags overwhelming a reader’s capacity with requests. This will result in the reader being unable to
differentiate the different tags, rendering the system inoperative and the legitimate tags useless as
they are unable to successfully communicate with the reader (Grunwald, 2008; Juels et al., 2003;
Song & Mitchell, 2008; Soon & Tieyan, 2008; Stadlober, 2005). This type of DOS attack is graphically
explained in figure 10. Denial of service attacks can also be performed with the help of RFID privacy
protection techniques. The blocker tag and the RFID Guardian both can be assigned to block
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legitimate communication between reader and tags, and tags can be hidden with the help of a
faraday cage (Thompson et al., 2006; Rieback et al., 2005; Juels et al., 2003). Another denial of
service technique which would maliciously use security and privacy techniques is the unauthorized
use of LOCK or KILL command (Mitrokotsa et al., 2009). Activating the LOCK command, which is done
by entering the stolen LOCK-key, would disable the tag until the LOCK-key is entered again. If an
attacker would activate the KILL command, which is done by entering the KILL-key, the RFID tag
would be disabled permanently. Finally an attacker could also physically destroy the tags or readers,
but this will not be seen as a DOS attack in this research. Protection against the destruction of RFID
equipment cannot be achieved with the protection capabilities selected in this thesis.

Figure 10: Denial of Service

Countermeasure(s)
Just as Thompson et al. (2006) stated: “Denial-of-service attacks are easy to accomplish and difficult
to guard against.” Because the RFID system limited resources hamper the development of other
ways to counter a Denial of Service attack, so far the only good prevention of a DOS attack is to
physically prevent it (Mitrokotsa et al., 2008). This can only be done by preventing attackers from
getting in the communication range of the readers and tags so that jamming devices, like for
example: blocker tags, RFID Guardians, or faraday cage, cannot be used. In retail stores this will
however be very difficult as customers will have to get into direct contact with the products. To
prevent the physical destruction of the tags in retail stores the tags should be well hidden within the
products.
To make sure the LOCK- and KILL-keys are not easily obtained the tags could be equipped with
cryptography as well. This is only a concern when there are tags in use that actually have these
options available.

Consumer Product Supply Chain Scenario
An attacker could, if he obtained the KILL-key, permanently disable tags at a company and seriously
disrupt the business operations. Inventory management, manufacturing processes, and others
would all come to a halt and will need to be restarted which will cost a lot of time and money.
Another scenario could be a shoplifter that carries a blocker tag that disrupts the reader
communication to conceal the stolen items. Putting the tags in a bag that acts as a faraday cage
would also prevent the readers in the store from detecting the theft of the items (Thompson et al.,
2006).
4.2.4 Tracking
Use of RFID tags on products within a supply chain can provide some very valuable information for
the participants in that supply chain. The acquired information could be used to document cycle
times, improve returns and recoveries and aid in disputes with customers about lost or damaged
assets (Intermec, 2007). However these products that are equipped with tags can, and most likely
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will, end up in the possession of a consumer. Attackers could read the tags that are carried by
consumers to find out what they are carrying with them, which is described in the eavesdropping
chapter. With the right encryption, tag data can be protected but still leave the possibility of tracking
the tag itself. RFID tags contain an ID code that will enable readers, which have been strategically
placed, to uniquely identify single tags or group of tags with personal identities (Rieback et al.,
2006a). “Once a specific tag or a set of tags can be associated with a particular person, the mere
presence of this tag in a particular reader field already implies a (most likely unwanted) location
disclosure. Combining several such sightings across multiple logs can easily track a person over
longer periods of time.” (Langheinrich, 2009) This correlating data to track a person is illustrated in
figure 11. Correlating the data gathered from tracking a person not only enables attackers to obtain
information about the location a person is present right now or has visited, but also certain
characteristics of that person or information that can be used for blackmailing.

Figure 11: Tracking of a person carrying a RFID tag

Countermeasure(s)
Even when tag data is encrypted, RFID tags will still broadcast an ID. To prevent the identification of
the tags and the items they are attached to, tags must frequently update their ID in a nonpredictable manner, or remain completely silent upon reader requests (Langheinrich, 2009).
For the first approach several encryption schemes have been proposed that renew the ID, making it
harder to correlate a tag ID to a person. To do this, most cryptic functions like rewritable memory,
public key encryption, randomized hash lock, and pseudonym throttling make use of the option to
rewrite the tags with new ID’s. These however require the facilities and the cooperation of the
consumers to allow the re-encryption. Cryptographic schemes like delegation tree authentication
and hash-chain scheme allow for longer and better tracking prevention without consumer
involvement.
The latter approach, although very appealing, is difficult to implement in practice. RFID tags, when
queried, will have to reply in order for a reader to find out if they are allowed to communicate. One
proposed option to protect tags from being tracked is to permanently terminate the tags at the
point of sale, where the company tags become in the possession of the consumer. This however is
not always a good solution to the problem. Companies that want to take advantage of the tags
functionality once they are returned to them would not be able to do this if tags are ‘killed’. There
are however a few other non cryptographic options that can completely prevent tracking but will
require user involvement. These options are the faraday cage, the blocker tag and the RFID
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Guardian. The principle of the faraday cage is to protect the tagged items by putting them metal
coated container. An aluminum bag would protect the tagged products inside from being scanned
and therefore tracked. The problem is that the consumer might carry large products or even wear
the products which make it difficult to conceal them in a faraday cage. To completely protect the
consumer researchers have developed the blocker tag and the RFID Guardian which both block the
unauthorized incoming and outgoing communication. The problem of the blocker tag and the RFID
Guardian is that the consumer is required to buy, operate and carry around the protective device.
These options might however be a wrong approach as the consumers are now tasked with guarding
their own privacy.

Consumer Product Supply Chain Scenario
Consumers are scared to be tracked (Cap Gemini, 2005). Feeling violated in their privacy, consumers
will demand that the RFID tags are secured if they are used in consumer products. If someone
wanted to know when a certain person passes a particular point he could start by scanning that
particular person and correlate a tag ID to that person. With strategically placed readers that will
scan for that ID an attacker could obtain the information of the location of that person or even the
traveled path. Thieves could use this to follow a person with valuables or an important figure. Retail
stores could correlate tag ID’s to a particular customer and focus commercials and offers on that
person. Consumers might find this to intruding and do not want retail stores to check the content of
their bags and on their bodies. A more extreme and less likely possibility is that the government
could track everybody everywhere when they have placed readers spread out through the entire
country. Although this seems a crazy conspiracy theory, there are groups like Consumers Against
Supermarket Privacy Invasion and Numbering (CASPIAN) that keep fighting against the introduction
of RFID in consumer products supply chains as they are afraid for retail and even government
involvement in their lives.
4.2.5 Cloning
Cloning is frequently a threat categorized together with spoofing. Spoofing and cloning are however
not the same. Although both threats copy data from a legitimate tag, spoofing emulates the
transmission of tag data while cloning means that the copied data is transferred onto a tag owned by
the attacker. “In case that the RFID tag does not employ any security features then cloning involves
just copying the tag’s ID and any associated data to the clonetag.” (Mitrokotsa et al., 2009) Just as
spoofing, the communication between legit RFID tags and readers will have to be read and stored,
but a tag could also be stolen and then physically read. The data for the cloned tags are then altered
to suit to the needs of the desired attack and copied onto an empty tag. The cloned tag is then
inserted into the supply chain to perform the planned attack (Kinodala et al., 2007; Soon & Tieyan,
2008; Stadlober, 2005). A cloning attack is illustrated in figure 12.
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Figure 12: Cloning attack

Countermeasure(s)
Preventing cloning attacks is practically the same as preventing a spoofing attack. By implementing
tag authentication schemes (‘pseudonym throttling’ and ‘delegation tree authentication’) or
blocking the access to the unauthorized reading of the communication between the RFID tags and
readers. (Soon & Tieyan, 2008; Stadlober, 2005; Mitrokotsa et al., 2009; Mitrokotsa et al., 2008))
Blocking the communication would be done by using a faraday cage or the RFID Guardian.
Consumers are probably not a very good target for a cloning attack as the attacker has to get close
to the consumer and will have a hard time (re)placing the cloned tag. It is however possible that
cloned tags end up in the possession of a consumer once it is bought from a retail store. The KILL or
LOCK commands would be the ideal consumer protection, but these features of the cloned tag might
be absent or disabled by the attacker. Assuming that the consumer is already in the possession of a
cloned without his or her knowledge, using a faraday cage, blocker tag or RFID Guardian to protect
from eavesdropping would prevent the attacker from reading his cloned tag.

Consumer Product Supply Chain Scenario
Just as spoofing, retailers will probably be most likely the victim of a cloning attack. An example of a
possible scenario could be when a person or company that is trusted with the shipping of medication
is plotting to steal the products. These medications could be located in tamper-proof cases equipped
with RFID tags. Instead of bypassing the tamper-proof cases the counterfeiter could create fake
cases and products, and place cloned tags on these cases. Swapping the fake cases with the real
ones will not alarm anyone until the cases are delivered and opened (Juels, 2005). Other possibilities
of cloning are: illegal access to restricted areas, injecting counterfeit products into a digital supply
chain and changing price tags at a retailer (Grunwald, 2008).
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4.3 RFID Protection Capabilities
In this section the protection capabilities for RFID threats are presented. These protection measures
are divided in two groups: cryptographic algorithms and non-cryptographic schemes. These
protection measures are shown in table 7. Besides the protection capabilities also the negative
consequences of the methods are described. For each protection capability an extra table is
presented showing the pros and cons of each protection capability.
Cryptographic Algorithms
Rewritable Memory
Public Key Encryption
Hash Lock
Randomized Hash Lock
Hash-Chain Scheme
Pseudonym Throttling
Delegation-Tree Authentication

Non-Cryptographic Schemes
Tag Killing
Tag Locking
Faraday Cage
Blocker Tag
RFID Guardian

Table 7: A list of the protection capabilities in this thesis

4.3.1 Non-cryptographic schemes
To reduce costs in RFID security and privacy, non-cryptographic protection against security and
privacy threats could be used. These can be very effective, but in some cases maybe too effective
because it can even interfere with the normal functioning of the tags or readers. The noncryptographic schemes that are discussed in this chapter are: tag killing, tag locking, faraday cage,
blocker tag, and the RFID guardian.
4.3.1.1 Tag Killing
KILL is a feature designed to protect consumer privacy by allowing tags to be disabled at the point of
sale in retail environments (Koscher et al., 2009). The KILL command, which is currently only
available on the EPC type tags, is initiated by entering an 8-bit or 32-bit PIN number. When the PIN
number is entered all information on the RFID tag is destroyed, ensuring that the privacy of the
customer is protected. The tag will be permanently deactivated and rendered useless for postpurchase benefits for companies and consumers. Retail stores could use readers at the check-out
point that write the PIN number to the tag to kill. The killing method is not useful in all
circumstances and should only be used when it is a necessity. The PIN code should however be well
protected so it cannot be used by attackers to destroy the tags when they still need to be used.
Pros
+ Complete privacy after point of sale
+ Easy to execute

Cons
- Tags are no longer usable after point of sale
- If the PIN number is discovered the tags can be
terminated before point of sale
- Option available only available on a few tags

Table 8: Pros and cons of Tag Killing

4.3.1.2 Tag locking
Another way to protect the privacy of customers after the point of purchase but still maintain the
functionality of the RFID tag is to lock the tag. This lock command, also known as sleeping, needs to
be activated by a PIN number, just like the KILL feature of the EPC tags (Rieback et al., 2006b). Once
this PIN number is entered the RFID tag enters a sleeping mode where it will still reply by sending its
ID but not the data stored on the tag. This does however still enable a person to be tracked by
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correlating the locations where the particular ID is read. By entering the PIN number again the tag
will be reactivated and able to send its data. The PIN code should be well protected just like the PIN
number of the KILL command. The consequences are however smaller when the PIN is abused
because the RFID tag is not permanently deactivated but it could still seriously disrupt the supply
chain processes.
Pros
+ Products no longer identifiable after
deactivation
+ Tags can be reactivated by companies for post
purchase functionality
+ Easy to execute

Cons
- If the PIN number is discovered the tags can be
deactivated before point of sale
- Tracking is still possible
- Option available only available on a few tags

Table 9: Pros and cons of Tag Locking

4.3.1.3 Faraday Cage
The principle of a faraday cage is to use a metal mesh (for example made of aluminum foil), that is
impenetrable for incoming or outgoing radio waves, to prevent communication with RFID devices
(Juels et al., 2003). By placing metal meshes around tagged objects, the RFID tag, and thus the
identity of the object, will be protected from readings by (unauthorized) RFID readers. This is
particularly interesting for the consumers that have bought tagged products in a retail store.
Another use for the faraday cage could be to protect or direct the scattered radio waves that are
being broadcasted by the RFID readers within a company. This would reduce the range from where
the communication between reader and tag could be listened to. RFID attackers could however use
the principle of the faraday cage to shield stolen items from being scanned by readers and therefore
sneak out the products without setting off the alarm.
Pros
+ Complete consumer privacy if products are
enclosed by faraday cage
+ Companies can reduce the chance of
eavesdropping

Cons
- Faraday cages are difficult to implement for
companies
- Consumers cannot enclose all tags within a
faraday cage
- Theft of RFID tagged items is made
undetectable

Table 10: Pros and cons of the Faraday Cage

4.3.1.4 Blocker Tag
This scheme is intended for consumer privacy and uses a RFID tag to block the communication
between other RFID tags and RFID readers. A consumer carrying a blocker tag induces a physical
region where a reader would be incapable of communicating with the ‘hidden’ tags selected by the
consumer. When a RFID reader would send a request, the blocker tag responds with a fake message
by simulating the full spectrum of possible serial numbers for tags, thus preventing the reader from
obtaining the true serial number of the tag (Chen & Deng, 2008; Juels et al., 2003). This method can
prevent consumers from being tracked and block harmful attacks. The responsibility of the tag
protection is however placed on the consumer, which has to carry around the blocker tag when
privacy is desired. Fortunately the blocker tag is developed with a selective behavior so that when it
is carried around it will not interfere with normal RFID retail processes. It is however possible to
change the blocker tags so that it can be used maliciously (Mitrokotsa et al., 2008). An attacker could
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for example use the altered blocker tag to block legitimate processes at a retailer and hide their
stole ware.
Pros
+ Hides tag data from unauthorized readers
+ Tags usable for after sales RFID possibilities
+ Prevents tracking

Cons
- Consumer is responsible for own privacy
protection
- Blocker tags can be altered to block legitimate
readings

Table 11: Pros and cons of the Blocker Tag

4.3.1.5 RFID Guardian
The RFID Guardian is a project of a group of researchers at the Vrije Universiteit of Amsterdam. The
RFID Guardian is a battery powered device that looks for, records, and displays all RFID tags that it
has scanned in the vicinity, manages RFID keys, authenticates nearby RFID readers, and blocks
attempted accesses to the user's RFID tags from unauthorized readers (Rieback et al., 2005). So
unlike the blocker tag, the RFID Guardian allows for greater customization of the tag access by
authorized readers. Just as the blocker tag the RFID guardian has to be carried around for personal
use, on a PDA like device or integrated on a cell phone, but also monitored and programmed to
allow or block RFID readers. Although it was initially designed for personal use, company use could
be possible as well. Transports could be equipped with a modified device to protect the truckload
and company buildings could be shielded with multiple devices. The device is however also usable to
attack RFID systems (Mitrokotsa et al., 2008). Stolen items could for example be shielded by the RFID
Guardian.
Pros
+ Hides tag data from unauthorized readers
+ Many customization possibilities
+ Tags usable for after sales RFID possibilities

Cons
- Consumers responsible for own privacy
protection
- Could be too complicated for average
consumer
- Can be used for malicious activities
- Still in design phase

Table 12: Pros and cons of the RFID Guardian

4.3.2 Cryptographic Algorithms
The following cryptographic algorithms that need to be placed on RFID tags, and possible other
hardware, are supposed to protect the communication between tags and readers. Cryptographic
algorithms however are expensive and require enough computational power and a large sum of the
total memory available on tags. The stronger the algorithm, the more memory and computational
power it will require. This means that the best cryptographic algorithms are generally not suited for
the low-cost RFID tags that have little or no memory. Researchers have therefore designed specific
cryptography for low-cost RFID tags. The cryptographic algorithms that are described are: rewritable
memory, public key encryption, hash lock, randomized hash lock, hash-chain scheme, pseudonym
throttling, and delegation tree authentication.
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4.3.2.1 Re-encryption Scheme

Anonymous-ID Scheme
Kinoshita et al. (2003) proposed an anonymous-ID scheme in which an encrypted ID is stored in the
tag. This prevents an attacker from knowing the real tag ID. The encryption of the real ID of the tag
could be a symmetric key encryption, which uses an encryption key to encrypt and decrypt a
message, or a linked random value. As a respond to the request of a reader the tag replies with the
encrypted ID. The encrypted ID is then forwarded by the reader to the server where the ID is
decrypted to obtain the real ID of the tag. The legitimate ID will then be send back to the reader so
that it can start communicating with the tag (Peris-Lopez et al., 2006). This scheme alone will
prevent the leaking of private consumer data, but not the tracking of a consumer. To prevent the
tracking of a consumer the anonymous ID stored in the tag must be refreshed as frequently as
possible by external re-encryption. The idea behind re-encryption is that a dedicated reader obtains
the encrypted ID from the tag’s memory and overwrites the old encrypted ID with a new encryption
of the ID (Ohkubo et al., 2005). Using this encryption scheme would however require the use of
rewritable tags. The frequency of the re-encryption, which is up to the consumer, has a direct
influence on the time that a consumer can be traced. Consumer involvement is in this case the
drawback of the scheme.
Pros
+ Tag data protected
+ Tracking can be prevented

Cons
- Option not viable for all type of tags
- Tag communication speed decreased
- Tracking prevention is consumer responsibility

Table 13: Pros and cons of the Anonymous-ID Scheme

Public Key (Re-) Encryption
In public key cryptography each user or the device taking part in the communication have a pair of
keys, a public key and a private key, and a set of operations associated with the keys to execute the
cryptographic operations on the communication messages. Only the particular device knows the
private key whereas the public key is distributed to all devices taking part in the communication. The
knowledge of public key does not compromise the security of the algorithms, so it can be easily
exchanged between the devices (Anoop, 2007). RFID tags and readers are in this case the
communication devices that are equipped with private and public keys. The encrypted messages
would prevent the unauthorized reading of the RFID communication from attackers that do not have
access to the private keys or the knowledge to decrypt the encrypted messages. Golle et al. (2004)
propose an approach that is more focused towards tagged consumer goods. This approach uses reencryption, just as the anonymous-ID scheme, to improve consumer privacy by changing the public
keys of the RFID tags so that the consumer cannot be tracked by the public key that is located on a
particular tag. This re-encryption requires significant computation power and therefore needs to be
done not by the tag itself but by readers located at various sites where consumers would pass by or
could visit (Peris-Lopez et al., 2006). Consumers are therefore responsible for their own privacy by
re-encrypting the tags at the dedicated re-encryption readers.
Pros
+ Tag data protected
+ Tracking can be prevented

Cons
- Option only viable for a few type of tags
- Tag communication speed decreased
- Tracking prevention is consumer responsibility

Table 14: Pros and cons of Public Key (Re-) Encryption
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4.3.2.2 Hash Encryption Schemes

Hash Lock
Weis (2003) defined the Hash Lock scheme for RFID tags. This encryption scheme is designed to fit
on the tags that have only little memory available. Each of the hash-enabled tags will operate in a
locked or unlocked stage and has a small amount of its memory reserved for the temporary
‘metaID’, which is the hash encrypted ID of the tag. The tag owner locks the tags by selecting a
random key and then computes the hash value of that key. The hashed key becomes the metaID and
is stored on the tag. The tag now enters the locked stage where the broadcasted data is no longer
readable to eavesdroppers. Finally the key and metaID are stored on the back-end database where it
is indexed on the metaID’s. To unlock the tag the reader queries the tag and receives the metaID.
The metaID is used to look up the key in the back-end database which is then send to the tag. The
tag hashes the key and compares it to the stored metaID. If these values match, the tag unlocks itself
and offers its full functionality. Figure 13 shows how a reader unlocks the hash locked tag.

Figure 13: Unlocking a Hash Locked tag (Weis, 2003)

As mentioned before, this scheme will prevent eavesdroppers from understanding the tag contents.
Spoofing and replay attacks will not be prevented but the attempts might be detected. The
advantage of using the hash lock scheme is the ability to allow multiple users assume control or
change the tag functionality. This is especially useful in supply chains where the tags are passed on
between companies. According to Weis (2003) the tags are still useful as object identifiers while in
the locked state by using the metaID for database lookups. This allows third-party users to set up
their own databases and take advantage of the tags without being the owner of the tags. But this
also means that in locked state the metaID’s could be used as a tag identifier and therefore be
tracked.
Pros
+ Tag data protected
+ Possibility to detect other attacks on tags
+ Suited for supply chains

Cons
- Option not viable for all type of tags
- Tag communication speed decreased
- Tags can still be tracked

Table 15: Pros and cons of the Hash Lock

Randomized Hash Lock
The randomized hash lock scheme has the same functionality as the hash lock scheme but it also has
an added pseudo-random number generator function that helps prevent the tag from being tracked
(Weis, 2003; Peris-Lopez et al., 2006). Locking of the tags still is done as the same way as before, the
unlocking procedure is however different this time. The reader again starts by sending a query to the
tag. This time the tag responds to the query by generating a cryptographic nonce chosen at random.
The generated nonce and the tag’s ID are joined and then hashed by the tag. The hash output and
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the nonce are send to the reader where it will perform a ‘brute force’ search of all its known ID’s in
the database by hashing each of them concatenated with the nonce until it finds a match. Once a
match is found, the reader can unlock the tag by sending the ID value (Weis, 2003). Owners of huge
number of tags, who require read rates of 100 to 200 tags per second, might be better of employing
a regular hash lock. This is because the brute force searches of the randomized hash lock scheme
costs a lot of time and will significantly lower the efficiency of the RFID processes. Because privacy is
less of a concern for manufacturers, distributors, and retailers, they might employ a regular hash
lock scheme and switch the tag encryption to the randomized hash lock scheme for consumers upon
purchase.
Pros
+ Tag data protected
+ Tracking can be prevented
+ Possibility to detect other attacks on tags
+ Suited for supply chains

Cons
- Option not viable for all type of tags
- Tag communication speed decreased
- Consumer responsible for own privacy
protection

Table 16: Pros and cons of the Randomized Hash Lock

Hash-Chain Scheme
The idea of Ohkubo et al. (2003) was to make sure that the following five points were covered by a
single scheme:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Keep complete user privacy.
Eliminate the need for extraneous rewrites of the tag information.
Minimize the tag cost.
Eliminate the need for high power of computing units.
Provide forward security

With their introduction of the hash-chain scheme they claim to have succeeded in this task. The idea
behind this hash-chain is that it enables key-updating using two hash functions. After each
authentication the tag computes the old key’s hash value as the new key. The database maintains a
list of the keys for each tag. Once it receives the tag output from the reader it decrypts the received
output and checks the particular key for all the tags. Once the particular tag is found it returns the
ID. According to Yao et al. (2009) due to the one-way property of hash function, the adversary
cannot recover the old keys even if obtaining the current key.
Pros
+ User privacy
+ No re-encryption (rewriting) needed
+ Tag data protected

Cons
- Tag communication speed decreased
- Option not viable for all type of tags

Table 17: Pros and cons of the Hash Chain Scheme

4.3.2.3 Authentication Schemes

Pseudonym Throttling
Various pseudonym authentication schemes that use cryptography have been proposed. Juels
(2004) proposed a pseudonym scheme called ‘pseudonym throttling’ where an RFID tag only stores a
short list of pseudonyms and does not use cryptography. Each time the tag is queried the RFID tag
will broadcast the next pseudonym in the list. Once the list of pseudonyms is exhausted the tag
switches to the beginning of the list. The reader receives a pseudonym and checks it with the list of
all known pseudonyms that are linked to tags until it finds the right tag ID associated with the
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received pseudonym. The tag is authenticated once the ID is found and communication between the
tag and reader will be established. Pseudonym throttling is a practical and simple approach for RFIDtag authentication, but has a shortcoming: The small list of pseudonyms due to the small storage
capacity will limit the privacy protection. With the help of the low query-response rate, by using
hardware-based delays, tags could be made to emit the identifiers at a lower rate so that
eavesdroppers won’t be able to gather all the pseudonyms in a relatively short time. An extension of
this scheme allows the pseudonyms to be refreshed by authorized verifiers and therefore be
untraceable. These tags will however need to be rewritable to allow this extra function.
Pros
+ Tag data protection
+ Tracking can be prevented
+ Option possible on almost all type of tags

Cons
- Pseudonyms (although time costly) can easily
be gathered
- If pseudonyms are known the whole system is
vulnerable until re-encryption
- Consumer responsible for own privacy
protection

Table 18: Pros and cons of Pseudonym Throttling

Delegation Tree Authentication
“One of the main drawbacks of the hash schemes already proposed is that the load of the server (for
identifying tags) is proportional to the number of tags.” (Peris-Lopez et al., 2006) In their early work
Molnar & Wagner (2004) proposed a mutual authentication scheme, between tag and reader, which
uses a shared secret and a Pseudo-Random Function (PRF) to protect the exchanged messages. This
authentication scheme, that looks a lot like the Randomized Hash Lock, however used a lot of the
tag’s computational power and the protocol was not compatible with a lot of the current used
readers. Therefore Molner et al., (2006) made improvements to this scheme so that it would better
suit the low-cost RFID tags. A graphical representation of the delegation tree authentication scheme
is shown in figure 14.

Figure 14: Delegation Tree Authentication (Molnar et al., 2005)

The main idea is to use a RFID pseudonym scheme and to use a Trusted Center which is connected
with the RFID readers. The Trusted Center controls the desired privacy policy and limit which readers
may read each tag. When a new tag is enrolled in the system it is provided with a secret key by the
Trusted Center. The Trusted Center keeps a tree structure of the secret keys, tag information and
the tag privacy policy listed in a database. Tags that are read generate a new pseudonym and send
this to the reader. Once the readers pass on the pseudonym to the Trusted Center, if allowed by the
privacy policy, it is able to obtain the tag’s identity by decoding this pseudonym with the help of the
secret keys tree structure. The main idea is to use a depth-first search, by starting at the root of the
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tree of secrets, to find a path in the tree that matches the secret of the tag. In addition Molnar et al.
(2006) also provided two additional features: time-limited delegation and ownership transfer. Timelimited delegation allows readers to recognize the next ‘X’ pseudonyms without any assistance from
the Trusted Center by transferring the secrets associated with that tag to the reader. ‘X’ is in this
case chosen arbitrarily. The practical use of time-limited delegation is the reduced exposure of
secrets. Instead of losing the secrets for all the tags only the delegated secrets to the particular RFID
reader will be lost. Delegated secrets would also help cope with poor quality network connections
between reader and the Trusted Center. The second feature, ownership transfer, is enabled by the
Trusted Center. The companies that do not trust each other, but both trust the same Trusted Center,
can securely transfer and RFID-tagged between each other.
Pros
+ Ownership transfer (useful for supply chains)
+ Trusted Center allows for customization of the
privacy policy
+ Tag data protected

Cons
- Option not viable for all type of tags
- Tag communication speed minor decrease
- Trusted Center needed
- Tracking possible when the connection to the
TC is lost

Table 19: Pros and cons of Delegation Tree Authentication
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4.4 Cryptographic Algorithms vs. Non-Cryptographic Schemes
Combining the information gathered from both the cryptographic algorithms and the noncryptographic schemes an overview can be created where the differences between the two
techniques become very clear. In table 20 the pros and cons of both techniques are summed up to
show their specific functionality and limitations.
Cryptographic Algorithms
+ On tag protection, no need for other entities
+ Good for company data protection
- Not all tags support cryptography
- Does not prevent eavesdropping
- Ownership transfer still hard to realize
- Re-encryption needed for good tracking
prevention (and thus suitable for consumer
possession)
- Encryption slows down the tags computational
power and thus the company processes

Non-Cryptographic Schemes
+ Good protection against almost all threats
+ Provides complete consumer privacy
- Not very well suited to be used by companies
- Consumers are responsible for their own
privacy protection (faraday cage, blocker tag,
RFID guardian)
- Probably not preferred by companies (tag
killing)
- All non-cryptographic schemes are able to be
misused for RFID attacks

Table 20: Pros and cons for Cryptographic Algorithms and Non-Cryptographic Schemes

What becomes clear from the summed up pros and cons of all the protection capabilities is that
none of them is really suited to protect all aspects and threats that can be faced in a consumer
product supply chain. Therefore companies will have to carefully outweigh the advantages against
the disadvantages and select the protection capabilities that will best suit theirs and their customers
need. Tools to support these activities are created in the first deliverable of this research project.

4.5 Threat and Protection Taxonomy
To provide a good overview of the existing categories and types of RFID threats and protection a tree
like taxonomy has been created and finally validated. Shown below in figure 15 is the final version of
the taxonomies. Shown on the left side of figure 15 is the (red) RFID threat taxonomy, to be read
from left to right, starting with the RFID threat node. There are five threats: eavesdropping,
spoofing, cloning, denial of service, and tracking. Eavesdropping is further divided into: reading data
and reading of the transmission. This decision is made after some misunderstandings during the
validation of the taxonomies.
On the right side are the (green) protection capabilities, to be read from right to left. The first step
from the ‘RFID protection’ node of the protection capabilities is the separation to the cryptography
node and non-cryptographic node. The next and final steps of non-cryptographic node are to the five
different non-cryptographic possibilities. The cryptography node splits itself into three sub nodes of
the various cryptography options: re-encryption schemes, hash encryption schemes, and
authentication schemes. Each of these nodes will finally split into a couple cryptographic possibilities
for RFID tags.
With both taxonomies aligned the way they are the possibility to link the end nodes of both
taxonomies is created.
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Figure 15: Threat and protection taxonomy
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To create a decent overview of the links between threats and protection capabilities, the RFID
protection taxonomy has been divided into smaller parts by zooming in on the sub nodes. Threats
that can be countered by a particular protection capability are made clear by using green arrows to
link the RFID protection nodes with the RFID threat nodes.
The first part, which shows the re-encryption scheme possibilities against the threats, is shown in
figure 16. Four threats can be prevented by using the two protection capabilities labeled under the
re-encryption scheme. These protection capabilities are: anonymous-id scheme and public key (re)encryption. The reading of data, spoofing, cloning, as well as tracking can be prevented by using the
two re-encryption schemes.
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Figure 16: RFID threats vs. Re-encryption Schemes
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In figure 17 the three hash encryption schemes are linked with the RFID threats. These three hash
encryption schemes are: hash lock, randomized hash lock, and hash-chain scheme. Reading of data
and spoofing both can be prevented by any one of the three hash encryption schemes. Cloning of
RFID tags can only be protected by the hash-chain scheme. Finally tracking can be prevented by the
randomized hash lock as well as the hash-chain scheme.
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Figure 17: RFID threats vs. Hash Encryption Schemes
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The authentication schemes, which are the last set of nodes of the encryption part, consist out of
pseudonym throttling and delegation tree authentication. These two protection capabilities are
linked to the RFID threats in figure 18. RFID assets and communication can be protected from
reading of data, spoofing, and cloning by using pseudonym throttling or delegation tree
authentication. Tracking can be prevented by using pseudonym throttling.
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Figure 18: RFID threats vs. Authentication Schemes
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Figure 19 shows the five non cryptographic RFID protection capabilities linked to the RFID threats.
With the exception of tag locking, all protection capabilities are able to counter all RFID threats. Tag
locking is only able to counter reading of data, spoofing, and cloning. The large amount of links
between the two taxonomies might results in an unclear model. In appendix B a different
representation of the links between the threats and protection capabilities is given, which could
provide more clarity. This representation is made by request of experts 4 and 6, as can be read in
chapter 7.
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Figure 19: RFID threats vs. Non-Cryptography
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Finally the non cryptographic parts are also able to execute a RFID threat. All of the five non
cryptographic RFID protection capabilities are able to be misused to perform a denial of service on
legitimate communication between RFID tag and reader. This is shown in figure 20 by the red arrows
pointing from the ‘protection capabilities’ to the treat.
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Figure 20: Non Cryptography able to cause RFID threat(s)
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4.6 Threats versus CIA Triad
The five RFID threats that have been defined earlier are now linked to the three components of the
CIA triad. The created overview can be used by risk managers to help in the risk assessment
management process. Once an organization has decided which components of the CIA triad they
would like to protect the threats that need to be protected can be derived by using the model. By
using the model in combination with the created taxonomies the necessary protection capabilities
could be determined.
Figure 21, shown below, shows the final validated version of this model. The (negative) impact of the
RFID threats on the confidentiality, integrity, and availability is illustrated by using the blue color.
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Figure 21: RFID threats vs. CIA triad

As shown in figure 21, eavesdropping will only breach a company’s or person’s confidentiality as
eavesdropping will only read the information or knows communication is happening (which could
eventually lead to tracking) but will not alter it or blocks the access to it. Spoofing and cloning both
are able to read the information as well as alter the information, which will lead to a breach of the
integrity of the RFID data. Denial of service is a threat that will try to block any communication
between tag and reader and thus hamper the availability of the data. Tracking is, in short, performed
by continuously performing eavesdropping attacks. The location of the tag, which is supposed to be
confidential and private, is thereby revealed. Confidentiality is therefore lost by tracking.
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5 Validation of the RFID Threat & Protection Taxonomy
In order to validate the first research artifact the experts in the field of security and RFID have been
contacted to give their input. These experts have been contacted by using the document which is
shown in Appendix D. This way of validating is part of the qualitative research. A large number of
both scientific as well as business experts have been contacted to participate in this validation. In
total eight experts were willing to participate to help validate the first research artifact. In table 21
below an overview is provided on the way the information was obtained, the functions, and relevant
knowledge or experience of the experts. Table 22 to table 29 shows the individual comments of each
of the experts.
Expert

Source

Function

Expert #1

Questionnaire

Security Manager

Expert #2

Questionnaire

Senior (manager)
Architect

Expert #3

Interview

Security Manager

Expert #4

Interview

Security Consultant

Expert #5

Questionnaire

Security Manager

Expert #6

Interview

Manager Information
Security

Expert #7

Questionnaire

Manager Information
Security

Expert #8

Interview

Principle Consultant /
System Analyst

Knowledge/Experience
Theoretical background of
RFID. Security expert.
8 years working experience
with RFID.
Extensive experience with
the security concepts of CIA,
threat, vulnerability and risk
assessments.
Basic knowledge on RFID.
Several years of work
experience with
cryptography.
Extensive knowledge on
RFID and security.
Experience and knowledge
on cryptography and risk
management.
Specialization in
cryptography. Several IS
security certifications.
RFID blogger. Years of RFID
knowledge.

Table 21: Expert validation overview for the first artifact

A number of experts were interviewed, others were asked to fill in a questionnaire due to limitations
in their time or because they were not located in The Netherlands. The interviews were conducted
with the questionnaire as the guideline. This allows for comparison of information gained from the
interviews and the information received from the questionnaires. Although there were no
differences found between the results of the questionnaires and the interviews, the interviews
allowed the researcher to explain about the construction of the taxonomies and therefore remove
some uncertainties of the experts. After the first validation round the comments of the experts were
used to make some minor changes to the first version of the taxonomies. A number of experts have
been requested to give additional input as a final check after these changes. The questionnaire that
was used for the first artifact can be found in appendix A.
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To give an overview of the opinions of the experts, quotes from the interviews or questionnaires are
used. These quotes are not pulled out of context in favor of the researcher. Points for improvement
have been discussed and if accepted, by both the researcher and the experts, implemented in the
model. These small changes are described after the tables that include the comments of the experts.
For each expert the comments on the general construction of the models, both the taxonomies and
the RFID threats vs. CIA, will be shown, as well as the comments on the usability of the model for
security departments and risk assessment in particular. Some of the experts provided additional
feedback on the performed research which is also shown. Unfortunately not all experts were able to
answer all the questions. Some fields are left blank, indicating that the expert could not give a
professional opinion about the particular subject.
The comments in the tables are related to the figures of the original taxonomies that are shown in
questionnaire in Appendix A and should not be confused with the figures that are shown in the main
part of this research report. The understandability and construction of the taxonomies is derived
from the answers the experts gave in the first three questions that are shown in the questionnaire.
Validations of the links between the taxonomies, which in the questionnaire is addressed in
questions 4 to 8, are not shown in these tables but were almost completely accepted as correct by
the experts. Questions 9, 10, and 11 from the questionnaire address the construction of the RFID
threats vs. CIA, Usability of the artifact for security departments, and the usability of the artifact in
relation to risk assessment.
Expert #1

Comments

Understandability and construction
of the taxonomies:
Construction of the RFID threats vs.
CIA:
Usability of the artifact for security
departments:

“Yes, all clear.”
“…it looks pretty solid to me.”
“Looks good”

Usability of the artifact for risk
assessment:

Additional Comments:

“Yes, they would, but many more factors (mainly non-technical) would
have to be factored in as well. However, this might be out-of-scope for
your thesis now (and therefore not included).“
“Risk assessment focuses on the organizations assets and not on
possible solutions to threats (that comes later, when assets and
threats have been identified). Other similar or less similar solutions
would have to be evaluated as well. Therefore, I would recommend
against using the term “risk assessment” in this context. It does,
however, provide a good and complete description of the pros and
cons of RFID and the factors to be taken into account when
implementing an RFID solution, or evaluating the merits of an existing
implementation.”

Table 22: Expert #1 comments on the first artifact
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Expert #2

Comments

Understandability and construction
of the taxonomies:
Construction of the RFID threats vs.
CIA:
Usability of the artifact for security
departments:
Usability of the artifact for risk
assessment:

“Yes, these are clear, although the first diagram is not as intuitive
without the additional diagrams showing the relationships. “
“These seem to be the correct links between threats and the triad.”

Additional Comments:

“I believe this is a very good document for this intended use.”
“You would need to understand the type of information you are trying
to secure. For example, it may be that one of the encryption schemes
is the best way to prevent spoofing. However, if the data in the RFID
tag or the data it relates to in back end systems is not sensitive or
requires fast processing, these may not be the correct options for
prevention.”
“I really like this deliverable. I think most companies are not thinking
of the security issues related to RFID. This is a very clear structure to
understanding the threats and security precautions. From this
document it should be fairly easy to determine the level of risk and
appropriate action to mitigate the risk.”

Table 23: Expert #2 comments on the first artifact

Expert #3

Comments

Understandability and construction
of the taxonomies:

“I do, it is a nice graphical way to show the link between the threats
and solutions and in the same time giving insight into the issue tree
leading to the classes of threats and solutions.”
“I checked and agree with these. “

Construction of the RFID threats vs.
CIA:
Usability of the artifact for security
departments:
Usability of the artifact for risk
assessment:

Additional Comments:

“Yes, definitely, but as said before, perhaps they should be reversed to
make it possible to select the right set of requirements for the tags
based on risk analysis made. “
“I can imagine an RFID Impact Analysis questionnaire or (maturity)
model as a tool, where answering the right questions leads to a
separation in applicable risks and non-applicable risks, then further
allowing to zoom in on only solutions to applicable risks. Eg. only
warehouse use would lead to different requirements than also using
them for tracking outside it.”
“I’m impressed by the way you managed to use the right security
acumen for this thesis and would be interested to read the whole
when ready.”

Table 24: Expert #3 comments on the first artifact
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Expert #4

Comments

Understandability and construction
of the taxonomies:

“The elements are fine…”
“The given naming conventions, in my opinion are fine. It coexists with
a good/clear explanation that serves both the business & scientific
purposes. It is difficult to attract both audiences at the same time – so
more than half of the conventions below, if without the given
explanation, will not be sufficient for someone who does not have the
required background.”
“It looks fine. “

Construction of the RFID threats vs.
CIA:
Usability of the artifact for security
departments:
Usability of the artifact for risk
assessment:
Additional Comments:

“Yes. “
“Are these the exclusive number of threats?”
-

Table 25: Expert #4 comments on the first artifact

Expert #5

Comments

Understandability and construction
of the taxonomies:

“Threats and the relevant attacks and the relevant protections are
quite clear.”
“But what is not clear is what are these threats and attacks protecting?
For instance data, privacy etc.. how do these tie up into the whole
model”
-

Construction of the RFID threats vs.
CIA:
Usability of the artifact for security
departments:
Usability of the artifact for risk
assessment:

Additional Comments:

“Impact in terms of money is also useful if you think of it from a purely
risk management perspective. Also impact in terms of business impact
and criticality. What is the loss if the threat becomes a reality and how
often is it a possibility that it becomes a reality. For instance if a threat
has a likelihood of occurring only once in 100 years, then the
organization might be willing to accept this risk vs. once in every 2
months then they actually might want to do something about it. “
-

Table 26: Expert #5 comments on the first artifact

Expert #6

Comments

Understandability and construction
of the taxonomies:

“Concepts of the taxonomies are clear. However a table might give a
better overview.”
“The blocker tag and the RFID guardian might be part of a sub
category ‘access management’ or something alike. Rest looks
complete/alright. “
“Table looks alright to me. “

Construction of the RFID threats vs.
CIA:
Usability of the artifact for security
departments:
Usability of the artifact for risk
assessment:

Additional Comments:

“Yes”
“Yes. Threats vs. protection alone is not sufficient. What also would be
needed are an impact analysis and a model that helps select the
security controls.
Determining what the motivations would be for an attacker to
perform an attack on the particular company. If all this is documented,
then the company is prepared for possible attacks.”
-

Table 27: Expert #6 comments on the first artifact
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Expert #7

Comments

Understandability and construction
of the taxonomies:
Construction of the RFID threats vs.
CIA:
Usability of the artifact for security
departments:
Usability of the artifact for risk
assessment:
Additional Comments:

“Clear“
“Spoofing certainly impacts integrity, however I am not sure whether
it directly impacts confidentiality”
“yes“
“certainly“
-

Table 28: Expert #7 comments on the first artifact

Expert #8

Comments

Understandability and construction
of the taxonomies:
Construction of the RFID threats vs.
CIA:
Usability of the artifact for security
departments:

“DOS and Tracking are confusing”

Usability of the artifact for risk
assessment:
Additional Comments:

“Looks fine to me.”
“Yes, but Fig 5 in this questionnaire is confusing, and your preference
for Protections is in general fine for Supply Chain, but would not work
at all for e.g. OV-Chipkaart and passports. “
“Yes”
-

Table 29: Expert #8 comments on the first artifact

In relation to the ‘understandability and construction of the taxonomies’, of the eight experts, seven
claim that the taxonomies are understandable and well constructed. Expert 8 believes that denial of
service and tracking are somewhat confusing. In a follow up conversation the definitions of DOS and
tracking have been explained and made clear to expert 8. Expert 5 points out that to him it is not
clear what the model is protecting. Unfortunately expert 5 was not able to attend a face to face
conversation and therefore had to fill in a questionnaire with not all background information
provided. The researcher believes that in the thesis is clearly pointed out what the model is trying to
achieve. Expert 4 believes that business and academic people might need additional specified
information to clear up the model. In combination with the comment of expert 6, who believes a
table overview might be more suitable, and expert 8 who found a figure confusing due to the large
amount of arrows, the decision has been made to provide the thesis with the a table variant of the
taxonomies in the appendix. The result can be seen in appendix B.
Six of the eight experts agreed with the ‘construction of the RFID threats vs. the CIA model’. One
expert was unable to give an opinion and expert 7 was unsure if spoofing would impact integrity.
The researcher and the experts believe that spoofing is used to access and alter information and
therefore certainly affects the integrity of RFID. Expert 5 proposed some additional RFID threats:
elevation of privilege, repudiation, and virus/worms. These three threats are according to the
researcher not related to the scope of the project or not solvable by protection mechanism within
the scope of the project. The threats will however be kept in mind for the discussion in chapter 9.
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On the question about the ‘usability of the artifact for security departments’, seven of the eight
experts agree that the artifact is useful for security departments. Expert 5 was not able to answer
the question. As noticed by expert 1 and expert 8 there are more threats and protection capabilities
that could be included within the model, but these are out of the scope of the research. The main
threats and protection capabilities are covered in this model and shall therefore not be updated by
adding extra threats or countermeasures. Expert 3 also suggested reversing the two taxonomies to
allow a person to start reading from a threat and see which protection capabilities link with that
threat. This made sense because companies will look at threats first and then what countermeasures
are possible for it. Thus the decision is made to reverse the taxonomies, starting with the threats on
the left and then the countermeasures on the right to allow a more logical reading of the
taxonomies from left to right.
In regard to the ‘usability of the artifact for risk assessment’ all of the eight experts agree that the
artifact is useful for risk assessment in a certain way. Expert 1 recommends using a different name
for risk assessment in this context as it is only focused on organization assets. In case of this
research, where the focus is on RFID tags and readers, the focus is on organization assets. As
Stoneburner et al. (2002) state: “Organizations use risk assessment to determine the extent of the
potential threat and the risk associated with an IT system throughout its system development life
cycle” The comment of expert 2 somewhat overlaps with the opinion of expert 1, as he states that
you need to know ‘what’ you are going to assess. However he also states that the protection
capabilities used in the taxonomies are not sufficient for the back-end system. In this thesis the
researcher has defined the scope of these taxonomies to the RFID tags and reader and the
communication between them, but not the back-end. The back-end can be protected with
conventional IS security. Expert 4 questions if there are more threats to the RFID tags and readers
and their communication. Before constructing the taxonomies, the decision has been made to
include just the main threats. These have been selected by the high frequency of citation in the
scientific literature. More threats could later be added and is a good point for future research.
Experts 5 and 6 state that some additional activities need to be performed in order to successfully
perform a risk assessment of a RFID system but there are no changes to the created taxonomies and
threat vs. CIA model.
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6 RFID Security & Privacy Capability Maturity Model for Consumer
Product Supply Chains
This chapter will elaborate on the third and last deliverable of this research: The RFID security &
privacy maturity model (S&PMM) which is specified for consumer product supply chains. By creating
this maturity model the second sub question of this research will be answered: ‘How can consumer
product supply chain companies RFID security and privacy processes be evaluated and possible
improvements be determined?’ The first artifact, which can be used as a part of risk assessment, is
closely related to the S&PMM. The S&PMM is a larger and more generic model which gives an
insight of security and privacy processes for a whole organization. The threat and protection
taxonomies are a very specific model used as a tool for one activity of the S&PMM.
The first part of this chapter will discuss the background of the deliverable, followed by the
theoretical background used to construct the model, ending with a detailed explanation of the
designed security and privacy maturity model.

6.1 Background
In the current academic literature there is no model to be found that can determine an
organization’s RFID security and privacy implementation maturity. The second deliverable of this
research will therefore be the Security & Privacy Maturity Model, which will focus on RFID security
and privacy implementations for consumer product supply chains. Consumer product companies,
such as the distributers, manufacturers, and the retailers, are all able to use to use the S&PMM for
their security and/or privacy processes. The aim of the maturity model is to provide security
management or external security implementers with the possibility to assess and set goals for
improvement of the processes being used to secure the RFID implementations within consumer
product companies. Distributors can use the model to secure their processes so that their RFID
equipped products are safe during transportation. Manufacturers can use the S&PMM to align the
security with the distributors or create an own secure environment for their use of RFID. And finally
retailers can use the maturity model for example to secure their products from easy theft and to
improve the privacy protection of consumers once the products are sold to them.
In order to construct the S&PMM five management functions from Governance, Risk, and
Compliance Management (GRC) are coupled as process dimensions to the five maturity levels of the
Capability Maturity Model Integrated (CMMI). Requirements for these processes that have been
identified by academic literature and expert interviews are placed in their related dimension and
determined maturity. An extensive description of the processes, requirements and maturity levels
can be found in the theoretical foundation section and is illustrated in figure 22.
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Figure 22: Construction of the S&PMM

In dealing with RFID and RFID-based systems in retail, but also other supply chain stages, it is
necessary to adopt a holistic approach that addresses different levels of abstraction (Roussos, 2006).
According to But & Groeneboom (2010) and Beck & Teller-Kanzler (2009) GRC is a holistic approach
of increasing organization’s efficiency and effectiveness of various management functions. GRC is
used by an organization’s Executive Board that wants to know if the organization is appropriately
protected against potential risk. Broady & Roland (2008) state that Companies that have had a series
of nasty surprises often improved GRC processes and automation as a way to create an early
warning system to identify and manage potential operation risks. GRC management is not just one
particular subject, discipline, or endeavor; it is a unified approach of a set of processes within an
enterprise (Beck & Teller-Kanzler, 2009). RFID risks are also considered as potential risks for
organizations. In order to create the S&PMM the process dimensions will be derived from GRC
management.
Management models designed to assess performance and identify opportunities for improvement
are becoming increasingly more important as organizations strive to identify and leverage
competitive and performance advantages. Sowden et al. (2006) state: “Maturity models in particular
have become an essential tool in assessing organizations’ current capabilities and helping them to
implement change and improvements in a structured way. These models consist of a hierarchical
collection of elements describing characteristics of effective processes, and their use can enable
organizations to reap benefits brought by improved capability at all levels”. Within the softwaredeveloping organizations, process capability maturity models, like the Capability Maturity Model
Integration (CMMI) and its predecessor, the Capability Maturity Model (CMM), have been used as
frameworks to define and measure processes and practices (Staples et al., 2006). The capability
maturity models have also been adopted by non software-developing organizations and adapted to
fit to their requirements (Borking, 2010). Many organizations GRC programs are not well developed
or mature, or even existent at all. Maturity models, like CMMI, can be used to asses an
organization’s process maturity in the GRC Management, and to steer towards process
improvements. (Beck & Teller-Kanzler, 2009). CMMI is therefore used to create the maturity stages
of the S&PMM model.
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6.2 Theoretical Foundation
This section will discuss the theoretical components that have been used to create the S&PMM.
6.2.1 Governance, Risk, & Compliance Management
Governance, Risk, and Compliance (GRC) management, seen in figure 23, is a set of activities aimed
at an integrated, holistic approach to ensure that an organization acts ethically correct and in
accordance with its internal policies and external regulations through the alignment of strategy,
processes, technology and people, thereby improving efficiency and effectiveness. By using the
insights, results and expertise of the GRC management functions, organizations will be enabled to
focus on their own core practices. Making responsibilities more clear will lead to a more efficient
way of working which will lead to cost reduction and cost control (But & Groeneboom, 2010; Beck &
Teller-Kanzler, 2009).

Figure 23: The relationship between governance, risk, and compliance (Microsoft, 2010)

While GRC is interpreted differently in various organizations, in this research project the primary
GRC management functions according to Caldwell (2008) are adopted and adapted to be used within
the S&PMM as process dimensions. These primary GRC management functions are: Audit
Management, Policy Management, Compliance Management, and Risk Management. According to
Broady & Roland (2008) data privacy is also part of the GRC management functions. Because risk
management covers both security and privacy, the decision is made to split up security and privacy.
This choice is made because it will allow organizations to focus on just the security process, the
privacy process or on both. Data privacy together with the privacy part of risk management are
renamed to ‘Privacy Risk Management’ and added to the primary GRC processes which are to be
used in the S&PMM. Risk Management will be renamed to ‘Security Risk Management’, as it will only
focus on organization security implementations. Additionally the decision has been made to replace
Policy Management with Governance Management. This decision, which was also validated, is made
because there is not enough literature to be found on policy management requirements in relation
to security and privacy. Policies are however to be included as requirements within the other
process dimensions. Governance management is decided to be included after several validation
interviews and also to avoid confusion because Governance is a main component of GRC.
Compliance Management, which relates to RFID implementation restrictions due to (inter)national
laws and consumer demands, and Audit Management, which will assess the implementations of
security and privacy risk management and control the organization compliance, will both remain.
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This research project is finally using the following five GRC processes:






Security Risk Management
Privacy Risk Management
Compliance Management
Audit Management
Governance Management

Security and privacy risk management are the two processes that are focused on the
implementation of RFID in a secure and private way. Compliance and audit management are
processes that are used to control the activities of security and privacy risk management. Finally
governance management is the monitoring and driving process of the other four processes.
Although audit management is not in figure 23, it provides a good overview of the GRC processes.
The five chosen GRC management functions are elaborated further in the following sections.
6.2.1.1 Security Risk Management
Technology implementation, like RFID, is in the eyes of the consumer, a risk management exercise.
Societies depend on their trust to the experts of risk management, who take risks on behalf of
society and are responsible to realize the full extent of a particular set of dangers and the risks
associated with a particular technology (Roussos, 2006). Security Risk Management is a series of
processes that allow IT managers to control security risks within a company that might adversely
affect realization of the organization’s business objectives. These processes include documentation,
assessment and analysis, reporting, visualization and remediation of risks (Caldwell, 2008;
Stoneburner et al., 2002).
6.2.1.2 Privacy Risk Management
Karygiannis et al. (2007) state that business objectives often conflict with privacy objectives.
Organizations can benefit from the analysis and sharing of personal information obtained with RFID
technology. Much like security risk management, privacy risk management is a series of processes
that allow IT managers to control consumer privacy risks but also control the handling of private
information. Privacy risk management will allow organizations prioritize consumer privacy risks,
implement privacy enhancing technologies, and monitoring and reporting of privacy handling
(Caldwell, 2008; Stoneburner et al., 2002).
6.2.1.3 Compliance Management
Compliance management is a term referring to the definition of means to avoid illegal actions by
controlling an enterprise’s activities. Not being compliant to regulations diminishes the added-value
business processes represent for the organization, for example through non-optimal alignment with
quality standards, business partner service agreements or non-identified security flaws (Kharbili et
al., 2008). Compliance management in relation to RFID security and privacy in consumer supply
chains relates to activities that ensure that security risk management and privacy risk management
are compliant with laws and organizational regulations, contracts, strategies and policies.
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6.2.1.4 Audit Management
Audits are, in relation to this research scope, a way to assess the effectiveness of security and
privacy implementations. Audit management supports internal auditors in managing these security
and privacy assessments (Caldwell, 2008). Audit Management oversees the internal and external
audit staff, establishes audit programs and hires and trains audit personnel. In the end audit
management is responsible for ensuring that board-approved audit directives are implemented.
6.2.1.5 Governance Management
“Governance is the leadership, organizational structures and processes that help ensure that an
organization’s functions sustain and extend its strategies and objectives.” (Lamm et al., 2009) The
Board of Directors and the executive management of a corporation are typically responsible for
providing the needed oversight to help ensure a company meets its goals. Governance relates to a
wide variety of operations within a company. These include: finance, security, information
technology (IT), human recourses, compliance, and risk. (Lamm et al., 2009; Meeuwisse, 2010) In
relation to this project governance relates to risk, compliance and audits.
6.2.2 Capability Maturity Model Integration
Software engineering researchers have been seeking ways to improve the process of developing and
evaluating software. Software Process Improvement (SPI) has been a favored approach by software
engineering researchers to create higher quality software. Process capability maturity models are SPI
frameworks used by software developing organizations for defining and measuring processes and
practices (Staples et al., 2006; Niazi et al., 2003; Paulk et al., 1993). The process capability maturity
models can however be used by other industries as well. Beck & Teller-Kanzler (2009) even state the
following: “A model, like the Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI), can be used to measure
your process maturity in the GRC area, and to guide process improvements across projects, business
units, and entire enterprises. The model provides guidance and a reference point for assessing
current processes.” CMMI was designed by the software engineering institute. The most well know
representation of CMMI, which is the improved successor of the capability maturity model (CMM)
and not as specific to the software industry, is the ‘staged’ representation which provides a
framework that uses five maturity levels that lay successive foundations for continuous process
improvement. The primary reason for assessing the maturity of processes is to identify areas for
improvement. The objectives for improvement could be either to improve process effectiveness
and/or the efficiency (Scholtz, 2007; Staples et al., 2006).
Descriptions of the five maturity stages of the CMMI vary in the academic literature. Humphrey
(1988) states while there are many other elements to these maturity level transitions, the basic
objective is to achieve a controlled and measured process as the scientific foundation for continuous
improvement. After the first validation round the choice was made to use the maturity level
descriptions from Scholtz (2007) who specified the maturity stages for security processes. The result,
shown in table 30, highlights the primary changes a process will go through at each level.
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Description
1. Initial

2. Developing

3. Defined
4. Managed
5. Optimizing

Processes are ad hoc, disconnected and disorganized. A few individual advocates
exist, but no formal program is in place, and/or there is limited awareness or
acceptance across the organization.
The vision is outlined, and basic project management processes are established.
Requirements have been assessed, responsibilities have been assigned and an
implementation plan is in place. Gaps have been identified. Communications and
education programs have been rolled out across the organization.
Goals, practices and performance metrics are fully defined. Processes have been
standardized, integrated, documented and implemented. A formal governance and
compliance model is in place.
Process is part of the culture and is an integral, inseparable part of ongoing
operations and decision making. Performance is highly predictable.
All processes are fully mature. All investments and decisions have been linked.
Feedback from stakeholders is used to adjust and continually improve processes as
people, technology and business requirements change and opportunities arise.
Table 30: CMMI maturity descriptions used in this thesis (Scholtz, 2007)

The staged representation of CMMI offers a systematic and structured way to approach process
improvement one step at a time. Achieving each maturity level ensures that an adequate
improvement foundation has been laid for the next maturity level. Higher levels have all the
requirements of the lower levels, but add requirements for other increasingly sophisticated process
areas (Chrissis et al., 2003; Staples et al., 2006). The process requirements that can be described in
the maturity levels for each process dimension include:









roles
inputs & outputs
activities
work products managed and controlled
measurements
documented procedures
training
tools

Within this research the requirements will primarily exist out of activities, training, and procedures.
Organizations process maturity can be assessed by an external company but are also able to perform
a self-assessment. This is however inherently subjective. As long as an organizations assessment is
done as honestly as possible, minimizing hidden agendas or motives, using the CMMI is considered a
valid exercise (Scholtz, 2007). However, an organization cannot be certified in CMMI; instead, an
organization is appraised. Depending on the type of appraisal, the organization can be awarded a
maturity level rating (1-5) or a capability level achievement profile. Achieving a level 5 maturity is not
always cost-effective. For most processes, aiming to achieve and maintain a level 3 maturity is often
considered appropriate. (Scholtz, 2007) An organization will therefore have to assess for themselves
if the step to the next maturity stage is worth the costs or even achievable at all.
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6.3 The Security & Privacy Maturity Model for RFID in Consumer Product
Supply Chains
This section will elaborate on final deliverable: the S&PMM and the processes it contains and how it
can be applied to a company.
6.3.1 Introduction
The Security & Privacy Maturity Model, as stated in chapter 1, is created in order to develop a
standard for consumer product supply chain companies on which their RFID security and privacy
implementations can be qualified and improvements can be determined. By combining the maturity
stages of the CMMI and linking them to the five Enterprise GRC Management functions as the
maturity model process dimensions, the S&PMM is created. With the S&PMM consumer product
companies will be able to perform an assessment of their RFID security and privacy processes, set
targets, and determine the necessary steps for improvement. The final version of the S&PMM is
shown in figure 24 below. In section 6.3.2 the requirements described in the model will be
explained.
The primary end users of the S&PMM are the consumer product organizations that want to improve
the security, audit, compliance and privacy processes for RFID implementations. Using the S&PMM
will however not require an organization to reach the final maturity stage. Section 6.3.3 describes
how and when to apply the S&PMM by giving an example how the people that are responsible for
GRC management can use the S&PMM to assess their own company’s security processes and
determine the logical next steps that can be made to improve their security and privacy processes
for the RFID implementations.
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Maturity
Dimension

1.
Initial

2.
Developing

Accountability &
responsibility for
RFID assets
determined; Security
roles in place.

Security Risk
Management

RFID security
implementations are
ad-hoc and the result
of reactive behavior.

Ad-hoc security risk
assessment takes
place for RFID
threats and
vulnerabilities.
RFID security
controls are
assessed and
implemented to
avert disasters.
Ad-hoc training of
staff for security risk
management.

Privacy Risk
Management

Ad-hoc RFID privacy
controls are taken if
mandatory by
(inter)national law(s)
or as the result of
reactive behavior.
No pre-defined
procedures or
policies in place to
capture and store
private consumer
data.

Accountability &
responsibility for
consumer data and
privacy controls
determined;
processing personal
data monitored.
Ad-hoc privacy risk
assessment takes
place for RFID
threats and
vulnerabilities.
RFID privacy controls
are assessed and
implemented to
avert disasters.
Ad-hoc training of
staff for privacy risk
management.

3.
Defined
Security risk
assessment is defined;
Threat, impact,
vulnerability, and
likelihood are
variables used to
calculate risk; Risks are
categorized /
prioritized accordingly.
RFID security controls
are assessed by the
security risk
management team;
Controls are selected
and implemented.
Security risk
management goals,
policies, metrics, and
practices are defined,
documented, and
communicated.

4.
Managed

Security risk
management
staff is risk
aware and
continuously
trained.
Security risk
management
team works
together with
privacy risk
management
team.

5.
Optimizing

Supply Chain
partners involved
in security risk
management.
Proactive security
risk management
embedded in job
functions and
incentive systems.

Security risk managers
work closely with
compliance
management.

Privacy risk
assessment is defined;
Threat, impact,
vulnerability, and
likelihood are
variables used to
calculate risk; Risks are
categorized /
prioritized accordingly.
Privacy risk
management team
assesses required /
satisfy able privacy
controls; selected
privacy controls are
implemented.
Privacy risk
management goals,
policies, metrics, and
practices are defined,
documented, and
communicated.
Privacy risk managers
work closely with
compliance
management.

Privacy risk
management
staff is risk
aware and
continuously
trained.
Transparency
towards
consumers
about use of
consumer data.
Privacy risk
management
team works
together with
security risk
management
team.

Privacy enhancing
technologies
proactively
applied to satisfy
customers.
Supply Chain
partners and
consumers
involved in privacy
risk management.
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Compliance
Management

No company
compliancy policies
and procedures in
place, except for
(inter)national
law(s).

Company RFID
specific
compliance rules
designed.
Compliance
responsibilities
assigned.
Training of staff
for compliance
management.

Need for
systematic RFID
security & privacy
audits are
understood.

Audit
Management

Audits are the
results of reactive
behavior.

Internal audit
responsibilities
assigned.
Audit skills and
training needs are
identified.
Audits used as
reactive /
corrective
controls.

Governance
Management

Governance
activities in relation
to security, privacy,
compliance, and
audit non-existent.

Governance plan
created;
Monitoring of
processes.
Governance
management
responsibilities
assigned.

Compliance
requirements (laws,
regulations, contracts,
strategies and policies)
documented and
communicated.

Audit staff is certified.
Validate compliance
through independent
auditors.
Formal documented
audit plans and
policies now in place
and communicated
appropriately.
Disaster recovery plan
is in place.

Clear documentation
and communication
between the
governance
department and the
risk / compliance /
audit department.

Manage
compliance &
transparency
through effective
tools / controls.

Audit staff
actively
participates in
conferences and
keeps knowledge
up to date.
Audit tools in
place to
automate audit
information
distillation.

Compliance
management team is
lobbying for laws.
Security and privacy
compliance linked
with supply chain
partners.

Audit teams of Supply
Chain partners work
together to assess
RFID security and
privacy over the whole
supply chain; external
auditors assess
companies.

Audits also used
as protective /
preventative
controls.

Strategic
alignment of the
management
functions.
Governance
board
coordinates
process activities.

Risk register created
to allow for complete
overview.
Governance board
actively manages
process activities.

Figure 24: The S&PMM for RFID in consumer product supply chains

6.3.2 Process Dimensions
The activities that described, assigned, and implemented in the S&PMM are inspired by interviews,
the descriptions of the maturity phases, and the descriptions of the processes found in the academic
literature. The defined processes have later been extended through validation, by adding, altering or
by removing activities or even whole processes. The validation process of the second deliverable is
described in more detail in chapter 7. In the sections below the descriptions of the requirements in
the maturity model can be found. For each process dimension and maturity stage a table is added to
provide a concrete overview of the sources that helped define the requirements of the maturity
model. Although most of the requirements are partially based on the maturity stage descriptions of
Scholtz (2007) and fine-tuned with the help of experts these tables provide a nice concrete
overview.
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6.3.2.1 Security Risk Management

Security Risk Management - Initial
An organization, within the ‘Initial’ Risk Management phase of the maturity mode, has no defined
Security Risk Management requirements. According to Caldwell (2008) the primary requirements of
Security Risk Management are: documentation, workflow, assessment and analysis, reporting,
visualization, and remediation of risks. However these activities are too specific for the initial
maturity description that is used by Scholtz (2007). Putting these activities in an ad hoc stage the
following description has been created in cooperation with the experts: RFID security
implementations are ad-hoc and the result of reactive behavior. Reactive behavior in this situation
means that organizations will implement security after a security breach already has occurred.
Requirement
Source
RFID security implementations are ad-hoc and Scholtz (2007) + Expert(s)
the result of reactive behavior
Table 31: Requirements and Source(s) for Security Risk Management - Initial

Security Risk Management – Developing
During the ‘Developing’ phase, organizations have a vision of Security Risk Management and the
basic required activities outlined. Responsibilities start to be developed. This is translated into the
S&PMM as follows: Accountability & responsibility for RFID assets determined; Security roles in place.
Education programs are set up to teach the staff. These programs are however in a development
phase and result in the following requirement: Ad-hoc security training of staff for security risk
management. A basic risk assessment, which is derived from Caldwell (2008), is now performed and
an assessment of the possible protection capabilities is performed for the most important threats
that are found. This translates into the following two activities: Ad-hoc security risk assessment takes
place for RFID threats and vulnerabilities. And: RFID security controls are assessed and implemented
to avert disasters.
Requirement
Accountability & responsibility for RFID assets
determined; Security roles in place.
Ad-hoc security training of staff for security risk
management.
Ad-hoc security risk assessment takes place for
RFID threats and vulnerabilities.
RFID security controls are assessed and
implemented to avert disasters.

Source
Scholtz (2007) + Expert(s)
Scholtz (2007) + Expert(s)
Caldwell (2008) + Expert(s)
Caldwell (2008) + Expert(s)

Table 32: Requirements and Source(s) for Security Risk Management - Developing

Security Risk Management - Defined
If an organization reaches the ‘Defined’ phase, it will have standardized, integrated, documented
and implemented its Security Risk Management requirements. Risk assessment, which is part of
Security Risk Management, is according to Stoneburner et al. (2002) the process of identifying the
threats and the impact of these threats. Added by a validator is also the vulnerability and likelihood
of a risk. Together these variables are used to perform a more advanced form of risk assessment. In
the ‘Defined’ maturity phase the entire risk assessment requirement has been standardized to the
following: Security risk assessment is defined; Threat, impact, vulnerability and likelihood are
variables used to calculate risk; Risks are categorized/prioritized accordingly. Through a more
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thorough risk assessment a better selection of which risks need to be prevented can be made. The
newly defined activity for the implementation of RFID protection capabilities is: RFID security
controls are assessed by the security risk management team; Controls are selected and implemented.
Part of the ‘Defined’ phase is also the standardization of the activities (Scholtz, 2007). This is
described for security risk management as follows: Security risk management goals, policies, metrics
and practices are defined, documented and communicated. IT security policies are according to
Karygiannis et al. (2007) an approach to achieve high-level security objectives. The IT security
policies related to RFID should not be limited to just the security of tags and readers, but cover each
RFID subsystem, including network, database, and application security. As a result of the
communication with other departments the compliance department is able to work closely
together: Security risk managers work closely with compliance management. The result of working
closer with compliance management should be seen in the better compliance of the standards that
are set up in this phase as well.
Requirement
Threat, impact, vulnerability and likelihood are
variables used to calculate risk; Risks are
categorized / prioritized accordingly.
RFID security controls are assessed by the
security risk management team; Controls are
selected and implemented.
Security risk management goals, policies, metrics
and practices are defined, documented and
communicated.
Security risk managers work closely with
compliance management.

Source
Stoneburner et al (2002) + Expert(s)

Expert(s)

Scholtz (2007) + Expert(s)

Karygiannis et al. (2007) + Expert(s)

Table 33: Requirements and Source(s) for Security Risk Management - Defined

Security Risk Management - Managed
Security Risk Management requirements in the ‘Managed’ maturity phase are part of the culture and
integral part of operations within the organization. Privacy Risk Management and Security Risk
Management both have very similar processes. In fact Privacy Risk Management and Security Risk
Management are frequently combined under a ‘general’ Risk Management process. However in this
research a clear distinction between the two is made. In order to increase efficiency both
management team processes could improve if they would work together in a more integral way. The
description of this activity in the ‘Managed’ phase of the SP&MM is: Security Risk management team
works together with privacy management team. The complete staff that is responsible for the
security risk management process needs stay risk aware. Through continuous training their
knowledge on security issues will stay up to date, allowing them to continuously stay risk aware. The
requirement is described as follows: Security risk management staff is risk aware and continuously
trained.
Requirement
Source
Security Risk management team works together Expert(s)
with privacy management team.
Security risk management staff is risk aware and Scholtz (2007) + Expert(s)
continuously trained.
Table 34: Requirements and Source(s) for Security Risk Management - Managed
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Security Risk Management - Optimizing
Optimizing security risk management will require continually improving the process. A way to do this
is by having a proactive risk management staff. According to Crant (2000) there is a strong
correlation between pro-activity and staff productivity. Better productivity in relation to security risk
management would relate to better protection against security risks. A way to achieve staff to be
proactive is to encourage staff and reward good results. This activity can be seen in the model
described as: Proactive security risk management embedded in job functions and incentive systems.
Working together with supply chain partners, or having them provide feedback, would eventually be
required when RFID tags are passed on from organization to organization. Better communication
about RFID security between organizations in the same supply chain would allow security to be more
efficient and applicable along the entire chain. In the model this activity is described as: Supply Chain
partners involved in security risk management.
Requirement
Source
Proactive security risk management embedded in Crant (2000) + Scholtz (2007) + Expert(s)
job functions and incentive systems.
Supply Chain partners involved in security risk Scholtz (2007) + Expert(s)
management.
Table 35: Requirements and Source(s) for Security Risk Management - Optimizing

6.3.2.2 Privacy Risk Management

Privacy Risk Management – Initial
Much like the ‘initial’ phase of the security risk management phase, the privacy measurements that
are implemented are ad-hoc. The only difference is that privacy implementations might be
mandatory by law. This activity is described as follows: Ad-hoc RFID privacy controls are taken if
mandatory by (inter)national law(s) or as the results of reactive behavior. Besides implementing
controls on RFID assets to protect privacy, the acquired and stored private data from the RFID
equipment will need to be handled correctly. In this ‘initial’ phase organizations are however not be
focused to achieve a data privacy standard. This will result in the follow description for the S&PMM:
Requirement
Source
Ad-hoc RFID privacy controls are taken if Scholtz (2007) + Broady & Roland (2008)
mandatory by (inter)national law(s) or as the
results of reactive behavior.
No pre-defined procedures or policies in place to Scholtz (2007) + Expert(s)
capture and store private consumer data.
Table 36: Requirements and Source(s) for Privacy Risk Management - Initial

Privacy Risk Management – Developing
The four activities of security risk management are adopted and adapted for privacy risk
management. The assignment of responsibilities has been adapted for privacy controls but also
extended with the handling of private data: Accountability & responsibility for consumer data and
privacy controls determined; processing personal data monitored. The other three activities are more
the same as the activities of the ‘developing’ phase of the security risk management process: Ad-hoc
privacy risk assessment takes place for RFID threats and vulnerabilities. RFID privacy controls are
assessed and implemented to avert disasters. Ad-hoc training of staff for privacy risk management.
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Requirement
Accountability & responsibility for consumer data
and privacy controls determined; processing
personal data monitored.
Ad-hoc privacy risk assessment takes place for
RFID threats and vulnerabilities.
RFID privacy controls are assessed and
implemented to avert disasters.
Ad-hoc training of staff for privacy risk
management.

Source
Scholtz (2007) + Expert(s)

Caldwell (2008) + Expert(s)
Caldwell (2008) + Expert(s)
Scholtz (2007) + Expert(s)

Table 37: Requirements and Source(s) for Privacy Risk Management - Developing

Privacy Risk Management – Defined
Also for the ‘defined’ phase of privacy risk management the security risk management activities have
been used to set up the risk management processes. This is because security and privacy risk
management both originate from risk management share many of the activities, risk assessment for
example (Stoneburner et al., 2002). Privacy risk assessment is defined; Threat, impact, vulnerability,
and likelihood are variables used to calculate risk; Risks are categorized / prioritized accordingly.
Selecting of the privacy controls is similar as well: Privacy risk management team assesses required /
satisfy able privacy controls; selected privacy controls are implemented. Also privacy risk
management activities will be standardized according to the maturity description used by Scholtz
(2007): Privacy risk management goals, policies, metrics, and practices are defined, documented, and
communicated. Complying with these standardizations will be stricter when also the privacy risk
management department works more closely with compliance management: Privacy risk managers
work closely with compliance management.
Requirement
Threat, impact, vulnerability, and likelihood are
variables used to calculate risk; Risks are
categorized / prioritized accordingly.
Privacy risk management team assesses required
/ satisfy able privacy controls; selected privacy
controls are implemented.
Privacy risk management goals, policies, metrics,
and practices are defined, documented, and
communicated.
Privacy risk managers work closely with
compliance management.

Source
Stoneburner et al (2002) + Expert(s)

Expert(s)

Scholtz (2007)

Karygiannis et al. (2007) + Expert(s)

Table 38: Requirements and Source(s) for Privacy Risk Management - Defined

Privacy Risk Management – Managed
To gain more trust from the consumers about the use of private data an organization can start to
become more transparent about the use of this data (Sackman et al., 2006): Transparency towards
consumers about use of consumer data. In order to achieve and sustain a high level of privacy the
privacy risk management staff will continuously need training to stay up to date with the latest
developments in the field. This is translated into the S&PMM as follows: Privacy risk management
staff is risk aware and continuously trained. The privacy and security risk management processes
have a lot in common. This is noticeable in previous maturity phases in which activities are very
similar to those of the security risk management process. By working together with the security risk
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management team both teams can learn from each other’s activities and work more efficiently. The
following requirement describes this activity: Privacy risk management team works together with
security risk management team.
Requirement
Transparency towards consumers about use of
consumer data.
Privacy risk management staff is risk aware and
continuously trained.
Privacy risk management team works together
with security risk management team.

Source
Sackman et al. (2006) + Expert(s)
Scholtz (2007) + Expert(s)
Expert(s)

Table 39: Requirements and Source(s) for Privacy Risk Management - Managed

Privacy Risk Management – Optimizing
Optimizing privacy to the highest level would require organizations keeping up with the latest
developments and demands (Scholtz, 2007). Achieving this is a costly process and will probably only
be useful for organizations that are focused on their customer service. This activity is translated as
follows: Privacy enhancing technologies proactively applied to satisfy customers. Working together
with supply chain partners and consumers would allow for a way to obtain and process feedback.
Better communication about RFID privacy between organizations and consumers would allow
privacy to be more efficient, applicable along the entire supply chain and more to the liking of
consumers. In the model this activity is described as: Supply Chain partners and consumers involved
in privacy risk management.
Requirement
Source
Privacy enhancing technologies proactively Expert(s)
applied to satisfy customers.
Supply Chain partners and consumers involved in Scholtz (2007) + Expert(s)
privacy risk management.
Table 40: Requirements and Source(s) for Privacy Risk Management - Optimizing

6.3.2.3 Compliance Management

Compliance Management – Initial
The security and privacy risk management processes are both in the ‘initial’ phase still performed adhoc (Scholtz, 2007). This means there are no real company compliance rules in place in place yet.
What could exist is a need for privacy compliance by law. This leads to the following description for
the S&PMM: No company compliancy policies and procedures in place, except for (inter)national
law(s).
Requirement
Source
No company compliancy policies and procedures Scholtz (2007) + Expert(s)
in place, except for (inter)national law(s).
Table 41: Requirements and Source(s) for Compliance Management - Initial

Compliance Management – Developing
Compliance rules in relation to RFID and risk mitigation are designed by the compliance
management. These rules are company specific and are to be followed by the security and privacy
management teams when implementing security and privacy controls. The activity of creating these
rules is described as follows: Company RFID specific compliance rules designed. The following two
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activities are more generic and described by Scholtz (2007) as a part of the ‘developing’ phase. The
first is: Compliance responsibilities assigned. Responsibilities in relation to compliance are linked to
the people who are responsible for the execution of compliance management activities. These
responsibilities are for the departments of compliance management but also the privacy risk,
security risk, and audit management who will have to comply with the defined rules. Activities that
are related to compliance management will have to be taught to the staff. This requirement is
described as follows: Training of staff for compliance management.
Requirement
Company RFID specific compliance rules
designed.
Compliance responsibilities assigned.
Training of staff for compliance management.

Source
Expert(s)
Scholtz (2007) + Expert(s)
Scholtz (2007) + Expert(s)

Table 42: Requirements and Source(s) for Compliance Management - Developing

Compliance Management – Defined
As stated by Scholtz (2007) the ‘defined’ phase will standardize the process by having requirements
documented and communicated. Compliance requirements are laws, regulations, contracts,
strategies, and policies (Microsoft, 2010). The following activity is described for the ‘defined’ phase
of compliance management: Compliance requirements (laws, regulations, contracts, strategies and
policies) documented and communicated.
Requirement
Source
Compliance requirements (laws, regulations, Microsoft (2010) + Scholtz (2007) + Expert(s)
contracts, strategies and policies) documented
and communicated.
Table 43: Requirements and Source(s) for Compliance Management - Defined

Compliance Management – Managed
With the demand and growth of more risk controls and the addition of transparency towards
consumers, more compliance regulations will need to be followed and consequently be checked. In
order to keep an overview of compliance regulations and the application of those regulations, tools
or controls will need to be installed to automate the compliance actions. This allows for a faster and
more efficient way of managing compliance. The activity of automating compliance is described as
follows: Manage compliance & transparency through effective tools / controls.
Requirement
Source
Manage compliance & transparency through Expert(s)
effective tools / controls.
Table 44: Requirements and Source(s) for Compliance Management - Managed

Compliance Management – Optimizing
Just like the security and privacy risk management teams, which work together with their
counterparts of the supply chain partners, also the compliance management team should work
together with the compliance management teams of supply chain partners (Karygiannis et al., 2007).
Doing this allows them to develop compliance regulations, policies, laws, contracts, and strategies
that are used over the whole supply chain. The result is the following requirement: Security and
privacy compliance linked with supply chain partners. In addition for optimizing privacy, the
compliance management team could lobby for the adding or altering of national or even
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international laws in relation to RFID privacy. This would allow for a standardization of RFID privacy
compliance regulations. In the S&PMM this is described as follows: Compliance management team is
lobbying for laws.
Requirement
Source
Security and privacy compliance linked with Karygiannis et al. (2007) + Scholtz (2007)
supply chain partners.
Compliance management team is lobbying for Expert(s)
laws.
Table 45: Requirements and Source(s) for Compliance Management - Optimizing

6.3.2.4 Audit Management

Audit Management – Initial
In this maturity model audits are performed on security and privacy implementations. In the ‘initial’
phase these are however very rare. Audits will therefore also rarely take place. If however a privacy
or security implementation is to take place it is possible to perform an audit to test the new
implementation. The description used in the maturity model is: Audits are the result of reactive
behavior.
Requirement
Audits are the result of reactive behavior.

Source
Scholtz (2007)

Table 46: Requirements and Source(s) for Audit Management - Initial

Audit Management – Developing
With a more systematic implementation of security and privacy controls comes also the need for a
more systematic check of the functionality of the implementations. Audits will be used to test the
implementations (Karygiannis et al., 2007). The description used in the maturity model is as follows:
Need for systematic RFID security & privacy audits are understood. In the ‘developing’ phase
responsibilities are assigned (Scholtz, 2007), also for the audit management: Internal audit
responsibilities assigned. To perform audits a certain skill set and trainings are required. People are
selected on these skills and previous trainings. New training programs are also identified to train
new people to organizational requirements. Trainings are also a part of the ‘developing’ phase
according to Scholtz (2007). This translates into the following for the maturity model: Audit skills and
training needs are identified. Audits can be used in various ways. The basic is to detect security or
privacy problems and react to them by correcting them. This is described in the maturity model as:
Audits used as reactive/corrective controls.
Requirement
Need for systematic RFID security & privacy
audits are understood.
Internal audit responsibilities assigned.
Audit skills and training needs are identified.
Audits used as reactive/corrective controls.

Source
Karygiannis et al. (2007) + Expert(s)
Expert(s)
Scholtz (2007)
Expert(s)

Table 47: Requirements and Source(s) for Audit Management - Developing

Audit Management – Defined
Training of audit personal will eventually lead to them obtaining certifications. Certifications will
mean that the audit personal has the ability to perform audits that are widely accepted. This means
the organization can communicate their audit results to the outside world and their auditors can
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even audit other organizations or specialized audit organizations. In the S&PMM this is described as:
Audit staff is certified. Certified auditors from other organizations can perform audits without any
bias. This allows for more honest audits. Compliance of organizational regulations and laws should
therefore be checked by independent auditors: Validate compliance through independent auditors.
A reoccurring action in the ‘defined’ phase is the standardization of the process. For audit
management this is defined as follows: Formal documented audit plans and policies now in place and
communicated appropriately. Part of audit management is to have a disaster recovery in place for a
worst case scenario where everything needs to be reset (Maiwald & Sieglein, 2002). This is described
as: Disaster recovery plan is in place.
Requirement
Audit staff is certified.
Validate compliance through independent
auditors.
Formal documented audit plans and policies now
in place and communicated appropriately.
Disaster recovery plan is in place.

Source
Scholtz (2007) + Expert(s)
Expert(s)
Scholtz (2007)
Maiwald & Sieglein (2002)

Table 48: Requirements and Source(s) for Audit Management - Defined

Audit Management – Managed
Even though the audit staff is certified it is important to keep up with the new developments. New
certifications are developed and needed. Besides certifications the audit staff can actively participate
in audit conferences. In the maturity model this is described as: Audit staff actively participates in
conferences and keeps knowledge up to date. Eventually audits can become very time consuming as
RFID deployments become very large and audits more extensive. Implementing tools to automate
audit information distillation will increase audit efficiency (Karygiannis et al., 2007). In the maturity
model this can be found by the following description: Audit tools in place to automate audit
information distillation. Audits can also be used proactively as protective or preventative controls
which serve to define and possibly enforce acceptable behaviors. The following description is used
for proactively audit: Audits also used as protective / preventative controls.
Requirement
Audit staff actively participates in conferences
and keeps knowledge up to date.
Audit tools in place to automate audit
information distillation.
Audits also used as protective / preventative
controls.

Source
Expert(s)
Karygiannis et al. (2007)
Expert(s)

Table 49: Requirements and Source(s) for Audit Management - Managed

Audit Management – Optimizing
When audit management teams over the whole supply chain work together it is possible to audit the
entire supply chain. A fully audited security and privacy audit over the whole supply chain is as
optimizing as organizations can get. This is translated into the maturity model as follows: Audit
teams of Supply Chain partners work together to assess RFID security and privacy over the whole
supply chain; external auditors assess companies.
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Requirement
Source
Audit teams of Supply Chain partners work Scholtz (2007) + Expert(s)
together to assess RFID security and privacy over
the whole supply chain; external auditors assess
companies.
Table 50: Requirements and Source(s) for Audit Management - Optimizing

6.3.2.5 Governance Management

Governance Management – Initial
When security, privacy, compliance, and audit management activities are ad-hoc, related
governance activities will not exist to provide guidance or force regulations. In the S&PMM this can
be found as: Governance activities in relation to security, privacy, compliance, and audit nonexistent.
Requirement
Source
Governance activities in relation to security, Expert(s)
privacy, compliance, and audit non-existent.
Table 51: Requirements and Source(s) for Governance Management - Initial

Governance Management – Developing
By creating a governance plan which contains the decisions of the Board of Directors for the other
processes, the security, privacy, compliance and audit management processes have a set of
guidelines which they have to follow. In addition the governance management team will want to
monitor the execution of the plan. These activities are combined and described as follows:
Governance plan created; Monitoring of processes. The responsibilities for governance management
are also assigned. This is a general activity for the ‘developing’ phase according to Scholtz (2007). For
governance management it is described as: Governance management responsibilities assigned.
Requirement
Governance plan created;
processes.
Governance
management
assigned.

Monitoring

Source
of Expert(s)

responsibilities Scholtz (2007) + Expert(s)

Table 52: Requirements and Source(s) for Governance Management - Developing

Governance Management – Defined
The plan created by governance management will need to be standardized by properly documenting
and communicating it to each department. Communication between the governance management
department and the other departments allows for feedback of the regulations. These activities are
described in the model as follows: Clear documentation and communication between the
governance department and the risk / compliance / audit department.
Requirement
Source
Clear documentation and communication Scholtz (2007) + Expert(s)
between the governance department and the
risk / compliance / audit department.
Table 53: Requirements and Source(s) for Governance Management - Defined
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Governance Management – Managed
Aligning the business objectives with the activities of the security, privacy, compliance, and audit
processes allows for a more coherent execution of these activities. Strategic alignment allows for
mutual understanding and a more efficient way to produce the desired results. This activity is
translated as: Strategic alignment of the management functions. As a result the Board of Directors
will start to coordinate process activities of all processes to successfully achieve the coherent
execution of activities and requirements. In the maturity model this is described as: Governance
board coordinates process activities.
Requirement
Source
Strategic alignment of the management Expert(s)
functions.
Governance board coordinates process activities. Expert(s)
Table 54: Requirements and Source(s) for Governance Management - Management

Governance Management – Optimizing
While coordination is the integration and synchronization of activities in the pursuit of a common
goal, management seeks to achieve coordination through planning, organizing, staffing, directing
and controlling (Juneja, 2010). Actively managing the other processes is seen as the next step from
coordinating the other process activities. This upgrade is described in the maturity model as:
Governance board actively manages process activities. Finally a more specific RFID risk related
activity would be the creation of a risk register which would allow the Board of Directors as well as
the security and risk management teams to use for decision support. Updating this register would
allow for optimization of the risk assessments. The description of this activity is: Risk register created
to allow for complete overview.
Requirement
Source
Governance board actively manages process Expert(s)
activities.
Risk register created to allow for complete Expert(s)
overview.
Table 55: Requirements and Source(s) for Governance Management - Optimizing

6.3.3 How to use the S&PMM
Performing a self-assessment of process maturity is subjective. But by minimizing hidden agendas or
motives and perform the assessment as honestly as possible it is seen as a valid exercise (Scholtz,
2007). It is however also possible to have external and more specialized organizations perform the
process maturity assessment. This will allow for a more honest and therefore more accurate
assessment.
There are four basic steps that need to be taken in order to successfully use the second artifact, the
S&PMM, as a capability maturity model. The first step is assessing the current process maturity of
the process dimensions. Once the current maturity state of a process has been determined, the
second step is to be performed. The second step is to determine which maturity stage of a process
the organizations wants to reach. As a result a gap exists between the current maturity stage and
desired maturity stage. The third step is to analyze this gap and determine the requirements to
reach the desired maturity stage. The fourth and final step is to develop a strategic plan, with the
necessary actions, to reach the maturity goals within a certain period.
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The four steps are described in more detail below as well as a fictional case where an organization
applies the S&PMM.
6.3.3.1 Assessing Current Process Maturity
Assessing the maturity level of a process dimension is done by using performance metrics.
Performance metrics are a measurement of an organization's activities and performance
(Wheatman, 2007). Process metrics typically assess Key Process Indicators (KPI’s) such as profit,
project completion milestones, customer satisfaction, and number of defects or errors. Process
metrics of the process dimension used in the maturity model are not defined in this research
project. Developing process metrics is not included in the scope of this project. Possible process
metrics for the created maturity model could be literally checking if an activity is performed, for
example ‘No pre-defined procedures or policies are in place to capture and store private consumer
data’. More likely a required percentage of an activity will need to be defined for each process
dimension and corresponding maturity level (Simonsson et al., 2007). Examples could be:
responsibilities, KPI’s, number of controls, or number of documents in place,
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Figure 25: Current state overview

Once the status of each metric for a certain maturity stage has been determined, the overall
maturity rating of a process can be assessed. If an organization complies with all the metrics
necessary for a certain maturity stage the organization is assessed to be on that maturity level.
Alternatively if the metrics have been allocated individual weights, then a weighted average can be
calculated to represent the process maturity rating. The calculated maturity rating will be checked
with the required maturity rating for each of the maturity stages (Scholtz, 2007). Figure 25 shows
how a maturity assessment of the maturity stages would look like.
6.3.3.2 Determine Desired Maturity
The next step is to assess if the current maturity stages are adequate or higher maturity of the
processes is desired by the Board of Directors. The primary reason for assessing the maturity of
processes is to identify areas for improvement. The objectives of such improvements could be either
to improve the effectiveness and/or to improve the efficiency of the processes. The Board of
Directors will have to come to an agreement on the desired target maturity level for these processes
(Scholtz, 2007). It is important to realize that aiming to achieve the highest level is not necessary the
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best option for an organization. It is important to take in consideration the costs, time, and
resources it takes to reach a certain maturity stage and also to stay there. Figure 26 shows an
example of how an overview of the current maturity levels as well as the desired maturity levels of
an organization could look like.
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Figure 26: Desired state overview

6.3.3.3 Gap Analysis
For each process, between the current maturity state and the desired maturity state, usually a gap
exists. This gap consists out of one or more maturity stages (Wheatman, 2007). A gap analysis
provides the organization with the insight into the requirements for reaching a higher maturity level.
These requirements are gathered by determining, documenting, and approving the differences
between current capabilities and the capabilities required in the desired state (Scholtz, 2007). The
gap analysis will help in setting up a set of projects which will need to address the gaps. Each project
has an impact on a process and should improve its maturity (Proctor, 2010). These projects are part
of the strategic plan which is created to guide the process of improving the maturity. In figure 27 the
gaps have been clarified between the current and the desired maturity stages.
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Figure 27: Gap analysis overview

6.3.3.4 Develop a Strategic Plan to reach Goals
Once the gap analysis is performed and the size of the projects is known, then the projects can be
prioritized based on budget, schedule and impact. Project management people should be involved
during the execution so that proposed projects are in the required form and that all the specific
requirements necessary for the desired maturity level are addressed and thereby reaching the
organizational maturity goals (Proctor, 2010). “The key to continued executive interest is ongoing
engagement through quarterly reports that demonstrate improvements as projects progress. The
reports will also serve as an early warning mechanism for failing or neglected projects. Most of all,
they will answer that pressing question for most executives today: How secure are we?” (Proctor,
2010)
6.3.3.5 Fictional Case: Applying the S&PMM
In this section a fictional case is described where the S&PMM is applied for a retailer. The current
situation of the retailer will be given first before further elaborating the on the choices of the
organization.
A typical consumer goods retail chain, called ‘CGRC’, is actively using RFID in their products to keep
inventory, counter theft, and for return and recall management. Their implementation of RFID tags
on the products is however without any additional security or privacy measures with the exception
of already existing on tag privacy controls (tag locking) that are already actively used. Using the on
tag privacy controls is out of necessity because it is mandatory by law. Consumers are however very
skeptical of the implementation of RFID that is still semi-active on their products and demand for
more privacy options. Besides improving customer satisfaction CGRC also notices that as time
progresses people have noticed the tags are very vulnerable for theft when using the right tools. In
order to actively let consumers and supply chain partners know that CGRC has a certain security and
privacy standard, the organization decides to use the S&PMM to gain a certain maturity stage.
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The retail organization has not enough knowledge in house to perform a self-assessment of their
current maturity levels and therefore hires experts from another organization to do this for them.
This organization knows the metrics for each of the processes and the maturity levels and starts to
assess CGRC. First up is the security risk management dimension. Security implementations are
nonexistent and therefore quickly assessed as the first maturity level. Although privacy
implementations are somewhat existent they have been used ad-hoc. Because there has no official
risk assessment taken place and there are no policies or procedures in place for the capture of
consumer data that is received at return and recall management, also privacy risk management is
assessed to be at the first maturity stage. Compliance management however is assessed as a
maturity level two. CGRC had in order to stay compliant with the laws, in regard to RFID privacy, set
up a special compliance group. Audits and governance activities in relation to RFID security and
privacy are however not performed and therefore both assessed as a maturity level one.
Now that the assessment of the current stages has been performed the maturity model experts
determine together with the Board of Directors of CGRC the desired maturity level. When it comes
to security the organization wants to save money and trusts that security controls to avert disasters
will be enough and accepts the risks. Privacy risk management is considered more important as the
CGRC Board of Directors favors customer satisfaction. Therefore the organization needs more
advanced privacy implementations. The decision is made to get privacy risk management on level
three. Compliance and audits are both needed to check with the regulations and quality of the
privacy implementations and are therefore also desired to reach the third level. Governance
management is considered to be adequate once there is a monitoring system in place. The second
maturity stage is thus the desired state for governance management.
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Figure 28: Use of S&PMM example

CGRC, together with the maturity model experts, performs a gap analysis which creates an overview
of the required activities for reaching the desired maturity levels for each of the processes. Figure 28
shows CGRC’s gap analysis. The activities for privacy risk management that are located in this gap
are for example: assigning privacy responsibilities, setting up privacy risk assessments, trainings are
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scheduled, working close with compliance management, and documenting and communication
privacy management goals, policies, metrics and practices.
Collecting these requirements allows CGRC to develop a plan to address them. First the costs of
implementing these requirements is calculated, which allows CGRC to check if reaching these
desired maturity stages is allowed by their budget. This is the case for CGRC, but if it was not CGRC
might have had to settle for lower maturity levels. Next the implementation time of the
requirements will have to be determined so a schedule can be made when these requirements can
be implemented. When these requirements need to be implemented can be determined by the
impact. For example privacy is considered more important than security for CGRC and therefore
reaching a higher maturity for privacy is given priority over security. However CGRC has decided to
implement the requirements in stages. All processes are required to reach the second maturity
before one of the processes can advance to the third maturity phase. The timeframe for all
processes reaching the second maturity stage is set to a year. Privacy risk management, compliance
management, and audit management are required to reach the third maturity level in a two year
period after reaching the second maturity level.
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7 Validation of the RFID Security & Privacy Maturity Model
In order to validate the second research artifact, experts in the field of security and capability
maturity models have been asked to give their input. This way of validating is part of the qualitative
research. A large number of business experts have been contacted to participate in this validation. In
total six experts were willing to participate to help validate the first research artifact. In table 56
below an overview is provided on the functions and relevant knowledge or experience of the experts
and also on the way the validation took place. Tables 57 to table 61 show the individual comments
of each expert.
Expert

Source

Function

Expert #1

Interview

Security Consultant

Expert #2

Interview

Security Manager

Expert #3

Questionnaire

Senior Architecture
Manager

Expert #4

Interview

IT Strategy Manager

Expert #5

Interview

Senior Infrastructure
Manager

Expert #6

Interview

Manager Information
Security

Knowledge/Experience
Basic knowledge on RFID.
Several years of security
experience; Experience in
working under a CMMI
security level 3
Basic knowledge on RFID;
Many years experience in risk
management, security
metrics, and security
strategy/policy/governance.
Experience in organization
design & architecture; Helped
co-create the ITIL capability
model.
Experience in RFID and
strategic models.
Experience in working with
capability models; Knowledge
of governance & process
management
Experience in security, privacy
and compliance.

Table 56: Expert validation overview for the second artifact

All experts, with the exception of one, were interviewed during a face to face discussion. Experts 1
and 2 were interviewed together. Expert 3 was is not located in The Netherlands and was therefore
send a questionnaire. After the first validation round some minor changes were made to the
S&PMM. Just as the first questionnaire, a number of experts have been requested to give additional
input as a final check after changes. The questionnaire that was used for the second artifact, as well
as the old version of the maturity model can be found in appendix C.
Experts mainly gave comments to the construction and the placement of the requirements in the
maturity model. The results of the changes made to the requirements can be found in the latest
version of the S&PMM in section 6.3 and compared to the early construction of the maturity model
in appendix C. However to keep this chapter clean and understandable only the comments of each
expert on the general construction of the model, the selection of process dimensions, and the
comments on the usability of the model will be shown. For this an overview of the opinions of the
experts are shown by using quotes from the performed interviews or questionnaire. These quotes
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are not pulled out of context in favor of the researcher. Points for improvement have been discussed
and if accepted, by both the researcher and the experts, implemented in the model. Finally expert 3
also provided additional feedback on the performed research. In the end not all experts were able to
provide comments on every segment of the maturity model. The quotes shown below are from the
first validation round. The second validation took place with expert 3 and expert 6 and was solely
focused on the changes in the requirements of the maturity model.
Expert #1 & #2

Comments

Understandability and construction
of the maturity model:
Selection of process dimensions:

“The use for the model and how it is created is clear.”
“Some requirements are however not clear… “
“Current selection is ok, but you should add Governance as a
dimension as well. It is part of GRC and important as a supporting
process.”
“I can’t tell if the maturity model is going to be right for the job. A case
study would be needed.”
“This type of model would certainly come in use for our line of work.”
-

Usability of artifact:

Additional Comments:

Table 57: Expert #1 & #2 comments on the second artifact

Expert #3

Comments

Understandability and construction
of the maturity model:
Selection of process dimensions:

“Yes, the model is properly constructed”

Usability of artifact:

Additional Comments:

“…, my recommendation would be to remain as close to any ‘wellknown’ dimensions. You mention that the GRC is typically composed
of 4 dimensions that are ‘Audit Management, Policy Management,
Compliance Management, and Risk Management’. You have renamed
and refocused some of the areas, which might make sense in the
context of RFID – however it might not be recognized by professionals
who are familiar with the GRC framework”
“Yes, as this is a proprietary, Accenture developed model. Once you
have defined and agreed on the dimension you want to rate, applying
a CMM is always possible and not too difficult.”
“Nice work.”

Table 58: Expert #3 comments on the second artifact

Expert #4

Comments

Understandability and construction
of the maturity model:

“The model is clear, but don’t forget to explain what the goal of the
model is and how to apply it.” “I don’t know if the process dimensions
are clearly related to the description of the maturity levels.”
“The process selection seems logical they way you explain it, I do
however miss the ‘G’ of GRC.”
-

Selection of process dimensions:
Usability of artifact:
Additional Comments:

Table 59: Expert #4 comments on the second artifact

Expert #5

Comments

Understandability and construction
of the maturity model:

“Yes it is clear.”
“Align better the definition of maturity levels with the definition of
processes”
“Compliance management and audit management might be too
generic”
“…, try to make it as RFID specific as possible.”
-

Selection of process dimensions:
Usability of artifact:
Additional Comments:

Table 60: Expert #5 comments on the second artifact
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Expert #6

Comments

Understandability and construction
of the maturity model:
Selection of process dimensions:
Usability of artifact:

“Model is nicely constructed.”

Additional Comments:

“Model could very well be useful.”
“However this model would win on completeness if you pay attention
to the following four points:
1. How to measure maturity levels.
2. What is the organizational impact for each maturity level?
3. Which level is good enough?
4. How do you market a certain maturity level?”
-

Table 61: Expert #6 comments on the second artifact

All experts believed that the maturity model is understandable and well constructed. Expert 4 and 5
did however additionally note that the maturity level descriptions were not RFID or security specific
enough. In order to address this problem the researcher was finally able to find a security specific
maturity description from Scholtz (2007) to be used for CMMI maturity levels. Some of the
requirements in the maturity model have been altered to fit to the description. Additionally expert 4
gives the tip to make sure it is clear what the goal of the maturity model is and how to apply the
model. The researcher has described this in chapter 6.
Overall the experts think the selection of process dimensions is fine. However there are some
comments that have been taken into account and used to enhance the maturity model. Expert 1 and
2 for example really stressed the fact that governance management should be added as a
dimension. Their opinion as well as the opinion of expert 3 to clarify the dimensions relation with
Governance, Risk, Compliance (GRC) management, and the opinion of expert 4 that he does misses
the Governance process, led to the decision to include governance management as well. This
dimension has been largely constructed with the help of experts 1 and 2. Expert 5 stated that the
audit and compliance management are too generic. The researcher performed an additional
research to compliance, audits, and governance, but there are currently no specification found in
relation to RFID. Other security experts stated that these process dimensions do not need to be
specific at this point. During the second validation round there were no more comments on the
process dimensions.
The usability of the model is considered to be suited for the job according to experts 1 and 2. They
do however state that these kinds of models usually will need to be applied and tested. This is
however not possible at the moment as there currently are no consumer product organizations
implementing RFID security. Expert 3 is of opinion that the model is useable as it resembles models
that Accenture would use. Expert 6 believes the maturity model could be useful. He does stress the
fact that in order to be able to use the model it needs to be clear how to measure the maturity
levels, what the impact of each maturity level would be on organizational resources, which level is
good enough for an organization, and how an organization could benefit from a certain maturity
level. The commentary of expert 6 has been used to write chapter 6 which describes the maturity
model. Expert 5 once again points out that the model needs to be more RFID specific. The other
experts find this not necessary. The researcher himself also stresses the fact that because the model
is more generic, it can be applied to multiple types of RFID implementations in different types of
organizations within a consumer products supply chain.
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8 RFID Roadmap for Consumer Product Supply Chains
This chapter will answer the third sub-question of this research: What can be expected from future
developments in RFID security and privacy in consumer product supply chains? This is achieved by
creating a roadmap that will present the current state, the near future, and the future of RFID
developments in relation to the consumer product supply chain. The three phases are categorized
in: the use of RFID, the technology developments, security and privacy developments, and new
threats and problems. This third and final deliverable is according to the seven guidelines of Hevner
et al. (2004) not classified as an artifact. This is not achievable for this deliverable because the model
mainly consists out of assumptions which cannot be validated. These assumptions are derived from
scientific literature, statements made by experts on various websites, organizational websites and
through interviews held by the researcher. The final roadmap can be seen in figure 29 below.

Near
Future

Present
Use of RFID:


Use of RFID:

Supply chain; pallet
and case level.

RFID Technology
Developments:




Supply chain; product
level.

RFID Technology
Developments:

Low-cost RFID



Smaller low-cost RFID
tags with larger
capacity

Future
Use of RFID:





RFID Technology
Developments:




RFID Security & Privacy
Developments:


On tag security

RFID Security & Privacy
Developments:




New RFID Threats &
Problems:


No compatible on tag
RFID security

On tag encryption
(basic)
RFID Guardian
Blocker tag

New RFID Threats &
Problems:





RFID virus
Not suited near or on
metal and liquids
Consumer acceptance

Easy item returns
Smart appliances
Personalization
Easy shopping

Smaller low-cost RFID
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Larger number tag read
capability
Metal/Water
compatible RFID tags

RFID Security & Privacy
Developments:




On tag encryption
(heavy)
RFID Guardian (mobile
phone)
Clipped tags

New RFID Threats &
Problems:




Ownership transfer
Increased RFID range
Increase in RFID and
RFID related data

Figure 29: RFID development roadmap for consumer product supply chains
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The roadmap consists out of three phases. The ‘present’ phase of the roadmap is related to the
current situation of RFID in consumer product supply chains. The ‘near future’ phase of the roadmap
is focused on developments that will happen in the next few years. This phase can be seen as a
summarization of this research project which describes the use of RFID, technology development,
and security and privacy developments of that phase in detail. The first and second deliverables of
this research are also focused on the ‘near future’. Finally the ‘future’ phase of the roadmap, which
focuses on the developments that will probably happen within the next five to ten years, will be
useful as a guide for companies that are trying to look forward and continuously try to optimize their
security and privacy implementations. The assumptions could steer the organizations towards
certain investments. In relation to the second deliverable, the roadmap could be used as a support in
the fifth and final maturity stage: ‘optimizing’ for security risk management and privacy risk
management. Additionally, scientific researchers that are looking for new research fields should be
able to find new and promising fields for future research in this roadmap. Described below are the
categories and their content of the three phases of the roadmap.

8.1 Present
Use of RFID
RFID is, thanks to the technological developments over the years, being implemented within supply
chains on pallets and cases (Asif & Mandviwalla, 2005). Organizations within a supply chain are able
to optimize their internal supply chain or their organization as a part of the total supply chain. Asset
management, inventory control, and shipping and receiving are a few examples of processes that
currently can be improved by using RFID on pallet or case level.

RFID Technology Developments
Many important technological developments for RFID have taken place over the years. The current,
and most important one for companies to start using RFID, is the development that has taken place
in the costs of RFID. The costs of the passive RFID tags, which are mainly used in supply chains, have
dropped below the five dollar cent mark (Weis et al., 2004). This development allows companies to
invest in large number of tags which are to be used in the supply chain. Currently these applications
of RFID are on pallet or case level.

RFID Security & Privacy Developments
Useable developments in security and privacy are scarce. On tag encryption is already available but
mostly not applicable to the tags that are to be used in the supply chain. This is due the lack of
memory storage and computational power. Tags are however being developed to have some on-tag
security and privacy functionality that can be used by the organization. Examples are the locking or
killing functionality of the tags that are developed by EPC Global (Duc et al., 2006).

New RFID Threats & Problems
Even though RFID tags are equipped with on tag security and privacy functionality the tags are still
not sufficiently protected against all threats. To protect confidentiality, integrity, and availability
(CIA) of organizational and consumer assets and data, the tags will require to be encrypted (Juels,
2004). Developments in the storage capacity and computational power of RFID tags will have to take
place before encryption can be used as a way to counter security and privacy threats to RFID.
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8.2 Near Future
Use of RFID
The increasingly smaller and cheaper RFID tags allow organizations to use the tags for different
applicability’s. A new possibility that will present itself for the consumer product supply chain will be
the use of RFID on product level. Individual products, intended for consumer use, can be embedded
with a RFID tag which will allow organizations to replace the barcode (Asif & Mandviwalla, 2005).
This new application of the RFID technology will bring significant demands for security and privacy
with them as options to misuse RFID will increase (Juban & Wyld, 2004).

RFID Technology Developments
The costs of RFID tags will continue to drop. In the meantime also the size of the tags will decrease.
Cheap and very small in size are requirements for RFID tags to be embedded in consumer products.
In the upcoming years these developments will continue, which will lead to more organizations
deciding to replace their barcodes by embedding RFID tags in their products. In the meantime the
capacity of these tags will also continue to grow, allowing primitive cryptographic function to be
used (Weis, 2003).

RFID Security & Privacy Developments
Thanks to the developments in storage capacity and computational power of the RFID tags, which
continue to increase, the basic primitive cryptography functions can start to be employed on the
tags (Juels, 2004). These cryptography implementations are still very limited in their functions due to
the storage limitations and computational capabilities.
Non cryptographic security and privacy developments are also taking place. The most promising and
frequently discussed developments are the RFID guardian and the blocker tag. Both are portable
electronic devices which are to be carried by individuals to protect consumer privacy. The privacy is
achieved by creating an invisible shield around the person which will analyze any incoming and
outgoing radio communications from the RFID tags (Rieback et al., 2005; Juels et al., 2003).

New RFID Threats & Problems
A recently found exploit which could cause serious damage to RFID systems is the RFID virus. With
the increase in tag storage capacity, the smallest viruses are able to fit on the RFID tags. The viruses
are able to infect readers and other tags via communication and eventually infect the back-end.
Although the back-end can be reasonably protected against viruses through traditional information
systems (IS) security, the tags will require better encryption protection than is currently possible
(Rieback et al., 2006).
Radio communication near metal and liquids is severely hampered. Implementing RFID tags on
products that exist or contain metal or liquids could therefore be unsuccessful. Even if the storage
shelves exist out of metal, which they usually do, the products that are stored in that shelves could
encounter interference due to the metal. A solution will be needed before RFID implementation on
all products is possible (Ramakrishnan & Deavours, 2006).
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Consumer acceptance will be of great importance when implementing RFID within consumer
products. Use of the tags within products without proper privacy measures will make consumers
hesitant to buy those products (Cap Gemini, 2005). Groups like CASPIAN (Consumers Against
Supermarket Privacy Invasion and Numbering) are already trying to prevent massive implementation
of RFID by (consumer product) organizations and governments.

8.3 Future
Use of RFID
When companies within the consumer product supply chain have started implementing RFID at
product level on a large scale, applications for consumer benefits can start to be set up. According to
the RSA Laboratories (2010) there are four very promising new developments that can take place
when RFID is being embedded in products: easy items returns, smart appliances, personalization,
easy shopping.
Easy item returns will allow items to be returned for repairs without a store receipt. The unique
identifier of the tag would allow the store to check with the database records for the necessary
customer information. Companies would benefit from this as well. Detailed information of the
returned products would help the stores to refine their inventory selections or trace the factory of
origins, which can speed up the repair process.
RFID tags in consumer products could be updated with additional information regarding the use of
the product. Smart appliances could use this information to automatically perform tasks. An
example is the ‘smart’ refrigerator which could automatically create an inventory and alert you
about expired food products. ‘Smart’ washing machines could choose the required settings based on
the tag information and alert if different types of clothing should be washed separately.
Carrying a dedicated RFID tag that stores personalized data could have its advantages. If a
personalized tag would come in range of a clothing rack, LED’s might flash on the hangers of your
preferred items.
Easy shopping could be realized by allowing all products with RFID to be scanned simultaneously and
then have the price automatically paid by a dedicated RFID payment device in your pocket. This
would allow purchasing or renting items by simply walking out of a shop with the items.

RFID Technology Developments
Development in tag size, costs, storage capacity and computational power will continue (Gadh,
2010). Eventually these developments will allow the basic cryptography implementations to be
replaced by the required, heavier, cryptography protocols.
Besides the development of the tags, the RFID reader capabilities will increase as well. Particularly
useful for supply chains is the increase in reading speed and in reading multiple RFID tags
simultaneously (Gadh, 2010). This will allow for supply chains to run at an ever faster rate,
decreasing the production time and costs.
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Organizations will have overcome the problems tags face when being used on or near liquids and
metal (RFID Alliance Lab, 2006). This will allow organizations to place RFID tags on almost every
consumer product imaginable or even consumer themselves. The RFID tags will also even be usable
in water (Texas Instruments Inc., 2007). These tags are specifically designed for use in clothing
textiles and to withstand the water during laundry. Smart appliances would greatly benefit of these
tags.

RFID Security & Privacy Developments
Encryption possibilities greatly benefit from the technological developments of RFID tags. The
heavier encryption will enable RFID tags to be better secured against the security and privacy threats
(Juels, 2004).
Improvements to the RFID Guardian will eventually allow the software of the RFID guardian to be
used on mobile phones. This would eliminate the need for a person to carry around an extra
portable device and allow for mass distribution (Rieback et al., 2006).
Clipped tags are a promising privacy development. The clipped tag provides consumers with the
choice to physically separate a part of the antenna from the tag by removing a piece (clip) of the tag.
The separation provides a visual confirmation of the fact that the RFID tag has been altered to a
proximity tag. The proximity tag will prevent unnoticed reading of the tag due to the fact that a
reader needs to be in the proximity (less than two centimeters) of the tag. This mechanism will
enable reuse of the tag by ‘clipping’ on a new antenna (Karjoth & Moskowitz, 2007).

New RFID Threats & Problems
Due to the massive deployment of RFID, RFID tags may change between owners a number of times
during its lifecycle. The transfer between owners could take place be between organizations but
between consumers or consumer back to organizations after recycling. Ownership transfer means
that the new owner takes over the tag authorization. Providing the authorization could be
troublesome if the RFID tag is equipped with heavy cryptography. Old and new owners will also need
to be able to transfer authorization without risking infringement of their own data, which can still be
present on the tag after the transfer (Song, 2008). Specialized ownership transfer protocols will need
to be designed.
Not only RFID tag capacity, computational power, and size will keep developing, but the read range
of the tags as well. The antennas on the RFID tag will become more efficient which will allow readers
to read the tags from larger distances (Gadh, 2010). Although this can be a positive development for
organizations to use internally, it will also make it easier to eavesdrop on tags from a distance.
With the implementation of large quantities of RFID tags, even larger quantities of data will need to
be stored and processed. Storing and processing all the data in a secure and private way can become
a costly and time consuming process for a company. Special RFID focused management groups might
need to be formed to optimize the use and safety of RFID systems.
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9 Conclusion and Discussion
9.1 Conclusion
Through a thorough literature study and various interviews with experts on RFID and information
systems security this research project has provided answers to the three sub research questions and
the main research question stated in section 1.2.2. These answers include an in depth overview of
the important threats to RFID and possible protection capabilities, an overview of how the RFID
threats relate to the well known CIA security triad, which protection capabilities can be used as a
countermeasure to a certain threat, a capability maturity model that can help an organization assess
RFID security and privacy implementations and steer towards improvement, and a roadmap of
probable future RFID developments. All these deliverables are focused on consumer product supply
chains, meaning: organizations as well as consumers. These deliverables together provide an answer
to the main research question:
Why do companies within a consumer product supply chain have to protect themselves and their
customers from RFID security and privacy threats and how is this achieved?
This main research questions was divided into three sub research questions:
1. What threats do exist for RFID in consumer product supply chains and how can they best be
countered?
To answer this first sub research question the researcher has successfully described and linked RFID
threats to the CIA triad and protection capabilities. These models are seen as a valuable asset and
tool for security and privacy risk assessment for organizations.
2. How can consumer product supply chain companies RFID security and privacy processes be
evaluated and possible improvements be determined?
For the second sub research questions the researcher has coupled governance, risk and compliance
(GRC) management processes to the maturity levels of the capability maturity model integrated
(CMMI). By filling the created maturity model with requirements a foundation is created for
organizations to assess, or have an assessment performed, as well as improve the important
processes related to the security and privacy of RFID implementations.
3. What can be expected from future developments in RFID security and privacy in consumer product
supply chains?
The third and final deliverable answers the third sub research question which provides organizations
the ability to proactively work on implementing new and secure RFID implementations.
These three deliverables, which answered the three sub research question, together provide an
answer to the main research question. The ‘why’ is answered by explaining the threats consumer
product supply chains can face. And the ‘how’ is answered by providing a very specific explanation
on how to counter those threats individually, but also by providing the bigger picture of security and
privacy processes in a capability maturity model. Finally the RFID development roadmap will provide
information that can help the RFID implementations to stay protected in the future as well. The
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deliverables are set up to be used for a wide range of possible RFID implementations, as no
implementation of RFID will be the same.
The three deliverables are also related to each other. The first deliverable is a very specific model,
focused on RFID threats and protection capabilities and part of the second deliverable as an
requirement in one of the maturity stages and part of the third deliverable as it is focused on the
‘near future’. The second deliverable is a greater and more generic model focused on RFID security
and privacy processes and also focused on the ‘near future’ which is seen in the third deliverable.
Finally the third deliverable itself is used as a guideline for the further developments of the RFID
threats and protection capabilities that are of importance in deliverable one, and it is also of
importance in the ‘optimizing’ stage of the maturity model that was created in the second
deliverable.
Although complete security of privacy is never possible, this research project and its deliverables
provide a solid base for organizations to work with in order to achieve secure and private
implementations of RFID in consumer product supply chains. This development is hopefully a step
forward to a, better and secure, implementation of RFID within consumer product supply chains and
supply chains in general.

9.2 Discussion
9.2.1

Contribution

Scientific
Within the scientific literature there are numerous of papers describing the RFID threats and
protection capabilities that have been named in this paper. What the taxonomies are adding for the
scientific world is a clear overview of a selection of those threats and which protection capabilities
can be used to counter or prevent those threats. Additionally the descriptions of the RFID threats
and protection capabilities have been set up without the mathematical formulas, making it easier to
read and understand them.
The S&PMM is the first maturity model designed for RFID security and privacy. More specifically, the
maturity model is designed for the consumer product supply chain. Because the maturity model is
the first of its kind, it is a scientific contribution on itself. More importantly is the idea to try and
standardize the way to assess and improve security and privacy implementations within
organizations.
Finally the RFID development roadmap will provide a good overview of what several scientific
sources state as a possible future development. The roadmap will hopefully motivate more research
to take place towards the predicted developments and RFID security and privacy in general.

Practical
The taxonomies and the model in which the selected RFID threats are checked against the CIA triad
all contribute to the security business as it allows organizations to perform security and privacy
assessments. With these assessments, which are part of risk management, organizations can decide
which threats they need to protect themselves from and which protection capabilities can be used
for that.
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The S&PMM allows organizations within the consumer products supply chain to be assessed on their
RFID security and privacy processes, to set goals for improvement, and to determine the necessary
steps needed for that improvement. With this development the organizations should be able to start
implementing the security and privacy measures. The S&PMM hereby removes a barrier for
organizations to start the implementation of RFID tags on a larger scale. The researcher also believes
that with some minor adjustments the maturity model should also be applicable to other types of
organizations.
The RFID development roadmap is a nice overview for the organizations to keep track of possible
developments that might be of their importance. The roadmap can trigger organizations to start
implementing security and privacy before new types of threats or problems have even arisen.
9.2.2 Limitations
RFID in general and RFID protection capabilities are in a continuous development stage. Although
RFID is becoming more standardized, the protection capabilities still lack in their abilities to counter
or prevent RFID threats. It will take time for protection capabilities to become more standardized as
well. The created RFID threat and protection taxonomies is based on the most mature or promising
developments of the protection capabilities.
The developed RFID threat and protection taxonomies consist out of selection of the possible threats
and protection capabilities due to the research project’s scope and time limitations. Although this
selection has been based on a large number of scientific papers and includes the most important and
frequently named threats and protection capabilities for RFID, which are seen as the most mature or
promising developments, it does not include all protection possibilities and therefore does not
provide a complete overview.
As expert 4 during the validation of the taxonomies already stated: it is difficult to attract both
scientific as well as business audiences at the same time. The deliverables of this research have been
developed with this in mind. The taxonomies and the threats vs. the CIA model are in the end more
suited for the security business. The S&PMM had a more scientific approach. And finally the
roadmap can be used for either scientific or business purposes.
Finally the most important thing to realize is that information or assets can and never will be 100%
secure or private. New ways to breach security and privacy will continue to be developed, as well as
ways to counter these new threats. It is an ongoing process in which the created deliverables of this
research project could play a role.
9.2.3 Future Research
This research has been set up with the idea to allow future research continue on the developments
that have been made.
The taxonomies for example can easily be expanded with additional threats and protection
capabilities to allow for a greater overview that might be needed in the security department. Some
examples given by expert 5 during the validation of the taxonomies are: Elevation of privilege,
repudiation, and the RFID virus or worm. More examples that could be included in a future version
of the taxonomies can be found in the selection matrix in table 5.
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A more technical research could be performed to test the actual protection capabilities against the
threats and thereby determining how effective each protection capability is. By hanging a weight on
the effectiveness the taxonomies could be enhanced by visualizing the effectiveness through for
example coloring the arrows or making them wider.
Expert 6 made during the validation of the first deliverable the comment that it would be very
interesting to find out what exactly could be done about the cons of the non-cryptographic
protection capabilities. If these cons could be prevented, the applicability of the non-cryptographic
options would be greatly increased.
A case study for the S&PMM would of course be a much better way to validate the maturity model.
This is however not possible at the moment due to the fact that RFID is not applied in very large
amounts yet, let alone the implementation of security and privacy for RFID. In time a suitable case
will show itself and this model could then be tested.
The S&PMM contains generic requirements in compliance, audit, and governance managements.
These generic requirements lack the specification towards RFID. More research towards specifying
compliance, audit, and governance activities for RFID and including these in the S&PMM would
greatly enhance the effectiveness of the maturity model.
To increase the effect of gaining a certain maturity level, the S&PMM could be modified together
with the people behind the ISO standards to allow for organizations that use the S&PMM to gain a
certain maturity level to also gain a corresponding ISO standard. Because ISO standards are held in
high regard, letting other organizations know that your organization has been certified to an ISO
standard could attract new customers and suppliers.
9.2.4 Lessons Learned
This research project has been a rollercoaster ride for the researcher. There were times where
everything seemed to go smoothly, and there were times where the researcher had no idea how to
continue. Keeping a positive attitude and determination finally resulted in creating a research report
on which the researcher can proudly look back upon.
Spending a lot of time reading literature about RFID security, RFID privacy, and RFID in general, has
resulted in the researcher gaining a lot of knowledge and insights in the topic of RFID, and on the
scientific perspective on RFID. Spending a lot of time of the research at a consulting firm, where the
researcher was able to talk with business people and read business papers on RFID, allowed to
researcher to also gain insights in the business perspective on RFID. Comparing the scientific and
business perspectives shows that there is still a large gap. Where scientific people are talking about
adoption of RFID and RFID security and privacy for years, the business is still very cautious and is
waiting for further developments.
The researcher has learned it is difficult to develop models to satisfy both these perspectives. By
building more generic and multiple models the researches hopes he did manage to achieve
satisfaction from both perspectives.
Additionally by performing this research, the researcher has been able to talk with highly
experienced business people allowing him to gain more insight in the corporate world in general,
and create a goal and the confidence for his personal career which is about to start.
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Appendix A: Questionnaire – Validation First Artifact.

RFID threat & protection validation questionnaire:
This questionnaire will be used as a validation of the created deliverables, which are part of the
thesis research on RFID security & privacy in consumer product supply chains. There are 11
questions in this questionnaire, all of which are about the created taxonomies (classifications)
and/or the RFID threat vs. CIA triad table. These deliverables can be found in this document, but
also, together with an extensive description, in the word document that was sent together with this
questionnaire. Try to answer the questions with your own knowledge and in your own opinion. If
any RFID protection or threat parts of the taxonomy are not entirely familiar to you please read the
description of the corresponding part in the supplied document first, else try to answer the question
as you see fit or skip it. The answers to the questions are to be written down in the table beneath
the corresponding question. Do not worry about changes in the layout. If you have filled in the
questionnaire please e-mail it back to wouter.wester@accenture.com before the 1st of August.
General:
Name:
Position/Function:
Relevant (related) knowledge on the subject:
Relevant (related) experience on the subject:
Technical:
1. Do you understand the concept of the taxonomies (figures 1 to 6) and the links between them? If
not, please mention the parts that are less/not clear to you.

2. How do you consider the elements (threats and protection) of the taxonomies (figure 1)? Are there
any of them that should be eliminated from or added into the taxonomies?

3. Do you think the naming conventions of those threat and protection elements are acceptable and
clear, both from the business and scientific perspectives? If not, can you please provide with any
suggestions?
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Rewritable
Memory

Classic
Cryptography
Public Key
Encryption

Hash Lock

Cryptography

Hash
Encryption
Schemes

Randomized Hash
Lock

Eavesdropping

Hash-Chain
Scheme

Spoofing
Pseudonym
Throttling

Authentication
Schemes

Delegation Tree
Authentication
Cloning

RFID Protection

Tag Killing

Denial of Service
Tag Locking

NonCryptographic

Faraday Cage

Tracking
Blocker Tag

RFID Guardian

Figure 1: Threat and protection taxonomy

RFID Threats
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4. Do you think that the links made between the two taxonomies in figure 2 (shown below), indicating
which protection capability can be used against which threat, are correct and complete? If not, please
elaborate why and where you think adjustments should be made.

Eavesdropping

Spoofing

Rewritable
Memory
Cloning

Classic
Cryptography
Public Key
Encryption

Denial of Service

Tracking

Figure 2: Classic Cryptography vs. RFID Threats

RFID Threats
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5. Do you think that the links made between the two taxonomies in figure 3 (shown below), indicating
which protection capability can be used against which threat, are correct and complete? If not, please
elaborate why and where you think adjustments should be made.

Eavesdropping

Hash
Encryption
Schemes

Hash Lock

Spoofing

Randomized Hash
Lock

Cloning

Hash-Chain
Scheme

Denial of Service

Tracking

Figure 30: Hash Encryption Schemes vs. RFID threats

RFID Threats
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6. Do you think that the links made between the two taxonomies in figure 4 (shown below), indicating
which protection capability can be used against which threat, are correct and complete? If not, please
elaborate why and where you think adjustments should be made.

Eavesdropping

Spoofing

Pseudonym
Throttling

Authentication
Schemes

Cloning

Delegation Tree
Authentication

Denial of Service

Tracking

Figure 4: Authentication Schemes vs. RFID threats

RFID Threats
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7. Do you think that the links made between the two taxonomies in figure 5 (shown below), indicating
which protection capability can be used against which threat, are correct and complete? If not, please
elaborate why and where you think adjustments should be made.

NonCryptography

Tag Killing

Eavesdropping

Tag Locking

Spoofing

Faraday Cage

Cloning

Blocker Tag

Denial of Service

RFID Guardian

Tracking

Figure 31: Non-Cryptography vs. RFID threats

RFID Threats
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8. Do you think that the links made between the two taxonomies in figure 5 (shown below), indicating
which protection capability can be misused to perform a threat, are correct and complete? If not,
please elaborate why and where you think adjustments should be made.

NonCryptography

Tag Killing

Eavesdropping

Tag Locking

Spoofing

Faraday Cage

Cloning

Blocker Tag

Denial of Service

RFID Guardian

Tracking

Figure 6: Non Cryptography able to support RFID threats

RFID Threats
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Risk management:
9. According to you, is the ‘RFID threats vs. CIA’ scheme, indicating which threat will cause a loss in
which CIA triad part, in figure 7 (shown below) correct? Are there any connections between the
threats and the CIA that are missing or have not been correctly placed?

Confidentiality

Integrity

Availability

Eavesdropping
Spoofing
Cloning
Denial of Service
Tracking
Figure 7: RFID threats vs. CIA

10. According to you, would the RFID threats and protection data, the taxonomies and the ‘Threats
vs. CIA scheme’ be useful and applicable for a security department?

11. Would all the deliverables be useful for risk assessment? What (extra) information would be
necessary to allow for a full risk assessment/management of RFID security?

Additional remarks (optional):

Thank you for your time!
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Appendix B: First Artifact Alternative Representation
By request of some of the experts a more simplified version of the taxonomies is created by putting
the results in a table instead of a graphical representation. The results of this alternate
representation are shown below. The cells that are filled with the green color indicate that the
protection capabilities that are aligned at the top are able to prevent the particular RFID threat that
is located on the left. The last table uses the red color which indicates that the RFID protection
capability is also able to be misused as RFID threat.

Eavesdropping

Reading of
data

RFID Threats

Reading of the
communication
Spoofing
Cloning
Denial of Service
Tracking

Delegation Tree
Authentication

Pseudonym
Throttling

Hash-Chain
Scheme

Randomized
Hash Lock

Hash Lock

Public Key (Re-)
Encryption

Anonymous-ID
Scheme

Cryptographic Protection Capabilities
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Security & Privacy Maturity Model (S&PMM) validation
questionnaire:
This questionnaire will be used as a validation of the created deliverable, which is part of the thesis
research on RFID security & privacy in consumer product supply chains. There are 9 questions in this
questionnaire, all of which are about the created model. The S&PMM can be found on the bottom of
this document, but also in the (with an extensive description) in the document send along with this
questionnaire. Try to answer the questions with your own knowledge and in your own opinion. If
anything is not entirely familiar to you please read the description of the corresponding part in the
supplied document first, else try to answer the question as you see fit or skip it. The answers to the
questions are to be written down in the table beneath the corresponding question. Changes to the
model can however also be made in the S&PMM model at the bottom of this document. Please
mark any changes in another color (For example: red = remove, yellow = altered, green = added). Do
not worry about changes in the layout. If you have filled in the questionnaire please e-mail it back to
wouter.wester@accenture.com before the 5st of September.
General:
Name:
Position/Function:
Relevant (related) knowledge on the subject:
Relevant (related) experience on the subject:
Technical:
1. Is the idea of linking CMMI with the four dimensions derived from GRC correct?

2. Are the descriptions of the maturity stages (on page 4) correct?

3. Is the model properly constructed?
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4. Are the processes in Security Risk Management clear? Would you switch current

processes between maturity stages? Would you add, remove and/or change existing
processes?

5. Are the processes in Privacy Risk Management clear? Would you switch current processes

between maturity stages? Would you add, remove and/or change existing processes?

6. Are the processes in Compliance Management clear? Would you switch current processes

between maturity stages? Would you add, remove and/or change existing processes?

7. Are the processes in Audit Management clear? Would you switch current processes

between maturity stages? Would you add, remove and/or change existing processes?

8. Is the model in your opinion useful for RFID security and privacy implementations?

9. Do you have any other comments/remarks or ideas for improvement?

Thank you for your time!
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Security & Privacy Maturity Model
Dimension\
Maturity

1.
Initial

2.
Developing

3.
Defined

4.
Managed

5.
Optimizing

Process
capability
measured by
using metrics.

Risk aware
culture with
proactive
approach to
security risk
management in
relation to RFID
threats.

Threat motivation
is defined; threats
are categorized /
prioritized
accordingly.
No standard
security roles;
responsibilities
are generic.

Security Risk
Management

RFID security threats
are not identified,
assessed or remediated;
when it takes place it is
after a threat has
already taken place.

Basic security risk
assessment takes
place for RFID
threats; Protection
capabilities are
assessed.
Aware of
managing risk, but
ineffective
implementation;
Basic security
measures taken to
avert disasters.
Steps taken to
train staff for
security risk
management.

No standard
privacy roles;
responsibilities
are generic.

Privacy Risk
Management

RFID privacy threats are
not identified, assessed
or remediated; when it
takes place it is after
consumer protests.
Private consumer data
is not handled correctly.
Privacy measures are
only taken if forced by
(inter)national law.

Basic privacy risk
assessment takes
place for RFID
threats;
Protection
capabilities are
assessed.
Aware of
managing privacy,
but ineffective
implementation;
Basic privacy
measures taken to
avert disasters.

Impact analysis is
defined; threats are
categorized /
prioritized
accordingly.
RFID security
measures are
assessed by the
security risk
management team;
measures are
selected and
implemented.
Security risk
management
policies and
processes are
defined and
documented and
communicated.

Staff is risk
aware and
continuously
trained.
Security risk
management
team works
together with
privacy risk
management
team.

Supply Chain
partners
involved in
security risk
management.
Proactive
security risk
management
encouraged
and rewarded.

Accountability &
responsibility for
RFID assets
determined;
Security roles in
place.

Privacy risk
management team
assesses required /
satisfy able privacy
measures; selected
privacy measures
are implemented
Privacy
management
policies and
procedures are
defined and
documented and
communicated.
Accountability &
responsibility for
consumer data
determined;
processing personal
data monitored.

Transparency
towards
consumers
about use of
consumer
data.
Privacy risk
management
team works
together with
security risk
management
team.
Privacy risk
management
successfully
aligned with
business
strategy.

Privacy
enhancing
technologies
proactively
applied to
satisfy
customers.
Supply Chain
partners
involved in
privacy risk
management.
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Compliance
Management

No compliance
requirements except for
(inter)national laws.

Assess compliance
vs. noncompliance;
Decision made
which compliance
to comply.
Compliance
responsibilities
assigned.

Compliance
requirements (laws,
regulations,
contracts,
strategies and
policies)
documented and
communicated.

Manage
compliance &
transparency
through
effective tools
/ controls.

Consumer
involvement
into privacy
compliance.
Security and
privacy
compliance
linked with
supply chain
partners.

Audit staff is
certified.

Audit
Management

Audits are not
performed; when it
occurs it is after a threat
and security measure
has been implemented.

Need for
systematic RFID
security & privacy
audits are
understood.
Audit skills and
training needs
identified.
Audits used to
detect problems.

Validate
compliance through
independent
auditors.
Formal
documented audit
plans and policies
now in place and
communicated
appropriately.
Disaster recovery
plan in place.
Audits used
preventatively.

End user
support.
Audit staff is
continuously
trained.
Audit tools in
place to
automate
audit
information
distillation.

Audit teams of
Supply Chain
partners work
together to
assess RFID
security and
privacy over
the whole
supply chain;
external
auditors assess
company.
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Appendix D: Expert request: One-Pager
(See next page)

RFID Security & Privacy: Consumer Product Supply Chains

Project Background

Research Process

Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) is being
rapidly deployed for various applications and
scenarios, for example, asset tracking, monitoring
supply chain management, automated payment,
physical access control, counterfeit prevention,
and smart homes and offices. A very promising
applicability for RFID is in the supply chain
management.(1),(2) However, security and privacy
in RFID is assuming significant importance.

With the help of an extensive literature research
the RFID threats and protection capabilities, that
are considered the most important, have been
described into detail. Two taxonomies have been
created and linked with each other. As part of
the explorative research this needs to be
validated. This validation is to be done by expert
interviews/surveys.

The researcher of this project is writing a master
thesis on the subject of RFID security and privacy
within consumer product supply chains. The
project is done at the location and under the
supervision of Accenture (in Amsterdam).

As part of writing a thesis, the researcher will
need to validate the deliverables described in the
first two goals. The idea is that by letting experts
fill in questionnaires or by interviewing the
experts these deliverables can be validated.

The problem statement is defined as follows:

The request of the researcher is that if you have
the free time and the knowledge to answer the
questions that you will participate by filling in
the questionnaire that will follow soon.

“How can RFID be implemented in a consumer
product supply chain while assuring security for
the companies and privacy for their customers?”

Project Goals
The first goal of this master thesis is to define all
threats and protection capabilities of RFID tagreader communication. Linking the threats with
protection capabilities and the threats with the
CIA model should allow for risk management.
Secondly a set of activities needs to be defined
and ranked to produce a RFID security & privacy
maturity model for consumer product supply
chains. With it companies can assess themselves
and possible improvements. And thirdly the
researcher wants to create an overview of
possible future developments within the RFID
protection capabilities. This is to encourage
future research within Accenture and the
academic world.

10.1 Validation Method

Further information will be provided with
questionnaire itself.
For more information please contact:
Wouter Wester
wouter.wester@accenture.com

Notes:

The research objective is defined as follows:
(1)

“Creating an overview and maturity model of
RFID security and privacy which will assist in
defining and improving a secure and private
RFID environment in the consumer product
supply chain”

Karthikeyan, S., & Nesterenko, M. (2005). RFID Security without
Extensive Cryptography. Kent: Kent State University.
(2)

Thornton, F., Haines, B., Das, A. M., Hersh, B., Campbell, A., &
Kleinschmidt, J. (2006). RFID Security. Rockland: Syngress
Publishing, Inc.

